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GLOBALIZATION FOR GEOMETRIC PARTIAL COMODULES
PAOLO SARACCO AND JOOST VERCRUYSSE
Abstract. We propose the notion of globalization for geometric partial comodules in a
monoidal category and show its existence in many cases of interest, such as partial actions
of monoids on sets, geometric partial coactions in abelian categories, partial comodule
algebras and partial (co)representations of Hopf algebras. Our results subsume several
globalization theorems appearing in literature.
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1. Introduction
The notion of a partial group action appeared in [19] within the theory of operator
algebras as an approach to C∗-algebras generated by partial isometries, permitting, in
particular, the study of their K-theory, ideal structure and representations. The point
of view of crossed products by partial actions of groups was enormously successful for
classifying C∗-algebras. However, soon the study of partial actions and representations
became an independent topic of interest in algebra and ring theory and nowadays many
important results are formulated in purely algebraic terms (for further details, see the
surveys [9, 15] and the references therein). For example, J. Kellendonk and M. Lawson
[23] detected the relevance of partial actions for several other areas: the Ribes-Zalesski˘ı
property of groups, model theory, tilings, R-trees and group presentations. They also
pointed out a simple but a very illustrative example: the Mo¨bius group acts globally on
the Riemann sphere but only partially on the complex plane. Furthermore, the theory
of partial actions of groups naturally led to an extension of classical Galois theory [18],
which in turn was generalized in [12] to a partial Galois theory for non-commutative rings.
Inspired by the formulation of Galois theory in terms of Hopf algebra (co)actions rather
than group actions, this subsequently led to the notion of partial (co)actions of Hopf
algebras [14]. Since then, many results on partial actions of groups have shown to posses
Hopf algebraic counterparts, which, in turn, have inspired further developments in partial
group actions.
One of the central questions in the study of partial actions is the problem of the existence
and uniqueness of a globalization (also called an enveloping action). Any action of a group
on a set induces a partial action of the group on any subset by restriction (see Example
2.18 below). Broadly speaking, the idea behind the concept of globalization of a given
partial action is to find a (minimal) global action such that the initial partial action can
be realized as the restriction of this global one. The study of this problem begun in
the context of partial actions of groups on topological spaces in [1] and, independently,
[23], where it was proved that, up to isomorphism, each partial action can be globalized
(see also [24]). For a partial action of a group on an associative algebra, the question
of existence of a globalization was considered for the first time in [16]: if the algebra
is unital, then a criterion for the globalizability was given in [16, Theorem 4.5]. This
criterion was generalized to so-called left s-unital rings and it was also used to prove that
a partial action on a semiprime ring is globalizable. In [17] the globalization for twisted
partial actions was obtained. One of the key features of this construction is that it enabled
further developments. For instance, the Galois theory for partial group actions, introduced
in [18], strongly relies on the globalization theorem.
In the theory of partial (co)actions of Hopf algebras, one of the first results obtained was
exactly that every partial action of a Hopf algebra on a unital algebra admits a suitable
globalization [3, 4], which however is not necessarily unital. In this framework as well,
the globalization theorem triggered several new results. For example in [4] the authors
obtained a version of Blattner-Montgomery theorem for the case of partial actions. Similar
globalization theorems were also obtained in other contexts such as partial actions of Hopf
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algebras on k-linear categories [2], twisted partial actions of Hopf algebras [6], partial
modules over a Hopf algebra [8].
However, in each of the previous situations there is an ad hoc construction of the global-
ization, depending heavily on the nature of the objects upon which there is a partial action.
It is our aim in this paper to propose a unified approach to globalization in a categorical
setting, explaining several of the existing results and, at the same time, providing a genuine
procedure to construct globalizations in concrete contexts of interest. Our approach relies
on the notion of geometric partial comodule recently introduced in [22].
Unlike partial actions as described above, which exist only for (topological) groups and
Hopf algebras, geometric partial comodules can be defined over any coalgebra in a monoidal
category. Hence, the field of applications of geometric partial comodules is much wider.
Moreover, geometric partial comodules allow to describe phenomena that are out of the
reach of the theory of partial (co)actions, even in the Hopf algebra framework. For instance,
recall that the coordinate algebras of algebraic groups provide classical examples of Hopf
algebras, which in turn are the backbone of the algebraic approach to the representation
theory of these, in the sense that regular actions of algebraic groups on affine varieties
correspond to coactions of the coordinate Hopf algebras on the corresponding coordinate
rings. Despite this, it has been shown in [10] that a partial coaction in the sense of [14] of
the coordinate Hopf algebra O(G) of an algebraic group G on the coordinate ring O(X)
of an affine space X is always global, unless X is a disjoint union of non-empty subspaces.
The notion of geometric partial comoduleswas proposed in [22] as an alternative to partial
(co)actions of Hopf algebras, in order to describe genuine (e.g. irreducible) partial actions of
algebraic groups from a Hopf-algebraic point of view. At the same time, however, it turned
out that geometric partial comodules allow to approach in a unified way partial actions of
groups on sets, partial coactions of Hopf algebras on algebras and partial (co)actions of
Hopf algebras on vector spaces (i.e. partial (co)representations of Hopf algebras) as well.
As a consequence, the question of studying the existence (and uniqueness) of globalization
for geometric partial comodules naturally arises as a unifying way to address the issue.
The present paper is devoted to deal with this question.
It is noteworthy that the theory we develop leads also to a better understanding of the
notion of geometric partial comodules themselves. For example, the forgetful functor from
the category of geometric partial comodules over a coalgebra to the underlying monoidal
category has a right adjoint, that assigns to every object in this underlying category a
naturally associated “trivial geometric partial comodule” structure (see Theorem 2.27).
We show that, together with the globalization functor, this adjunction factors the classical
free-forgetful adjunction for global comodules. Furthermore, we realize that any geometric
partial (co)module can be understood, by means of its globalization, as a global (co)module
with a fixed (co)generating (co)subobject in the underlying monoidal category, at least
when the underlying category is abelian (see Corollary 2.38).
Concretely, after recalling the main features of the theory of geometric partial comodules
over coalgebras in §2.1, we will discuss globalization in the greatest generality allowed
by our approach in §2.3, where we will provide a general procedure (Proposition 2.22
and Theorem 2.27) to construct a universal global comodule “covering” a given geometric
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partial comodule over a coalgebra (satisfying some mild hypotheses) in a monoidal category
C with pushouts. This construction allows us to realize the category of all global comodules
as a coreflexive subcategory of the category of geometric partial comodules in a natural
way. In addition, we will prove that if a globalization exists, then it has to coincide (up to
a unique isomorphism) with our construction (Proposition 2.29).
In view of the numerous globalization results existing in the literature and commented
on above, it might come as a surprise that a globalization theorem in the full generality of
geometric partial comodules in an arbitrary monoidal category C does not exist. Indeed,
in Example 2.34 we show that there exists a geometric partial comodule in the category of
commutative algebras over a field which does not allow a globalization. Despite the latter
case, in many situations of interest globalizations indeed exist, allowing both to recover
some existing results and to obtain new types of globalizations. This is in particular the
case for ordinary partial action of groups on sets (C = Setop in §3.1), for partial actions
of topological groups on topological spaces (C = Topop in §3.2), for geometric partial
coactions of coalgebras on objects in abelian monoidal categories (C abelian in §3.3), for
partial representations (aka algebraic partial modules) and partial corepresentations (aka
algebraic partial comodules) of Hopf algebras (C = Vectopk in §3.4 and C = Vectk in §3.5,
respectively) and for partial coactions of Hopf algebras on algebras in the sense of [14]
(C = Algk in §3.6).
We believe that further investigations in this direction, by working with suitable geo-
metric partial actions of algebras for instance, will allow to approach in the future the
globalization question in the majority of the contexts of current interest.
2. The globalization question for partial comodules
2.1. Partial comodules. Let (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) be a monoidal category (possibly braided
with braiding c, from time to time) with pushouts and such that the endofunctors X ⊗−,
−⊗X preserve pushouts for any object X. We will often implicitly assume the category to
be strict (i.e. a, l, r being identities) and hence omit the constraint isomorphisms. Moreover,
for any object X in C we will often denote the identity morphism on X again by X.
Recall from [22] the following definitions.
Definition 2.1. Let (H,∆, ε) be a coalgebra in C. A partial comodule datum is a cospan
X
ρX &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
// X ⊗H
πXvvvv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
X •H
(1)
in C where πX is an epimorphism.
Remark 2.2. Recall that cospans in a category with pushouts form a bicategory. The
same is true for those cospans admitting a leg which is an epimorphism, as in (1). The
composition is defined by means of the pushout of the adjacent maps, that is to say, the
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composition of the cospans
X1
f1 &&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ X2
π1yyyyrrr
rr
r
Y1
and X2
f2 &&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ X3
π2yyyyrrr
rr
r
Y2
is provided by the cospan
X1
f1 &&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ X2
π1yyyyrrr
rr
r
f2 &&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ X3
π2yyyyrrr
rr
r
Y1
f˜2
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲
Y2
π˜1yyyyrr
rr
rrr
Y3
⑧⑧❄
❄
.
Given two cospans (Y1, f1, π1) and (Y2, f2, π2) with same domain X1 and same codomain
X2, a morphism α : (Y1, f1, π1) → (Y2, f2, π2) of cospans is a morphism α : Y1 → Y2 in
C such that π2 = α ◦ π1 and f2 = α ◦ f1. Notice that, since π1 is an epimorphism, if a
morphism α as before exists, then it is unique and it is an epimorphism itself, because
π2 is an epimorphism as well. As a consequence, the Hom-categories in the bicategory of
cospans with one epimorphic leg are in fact partially ordered sets. Thus, if between two
such cospans there exist morphisms in both directions, then these morphisms are mutual
inverses and so, in particular, isomorphisms.
In order to increase the familiarity of the reader with the subject, we will often write
simply f1 to mean the cospan (Y1, f1, π1) and interpret it as an arrow from X1 to X2. In
this way, the cospan (Y3, f˜2 ◦ f1, π˜1 ◦ π2) is denoted as f2 ◦ f1. Notice also that any arrow
f : X1 → X2 in C gives rise to a cospan
X1
f
!!❉
❉❉
❉
X2
③③③
③
X2
With these conventions, given two cospans (Y1, f1, π1) and (Y2, f2, π2) with same domain X1
and same codomain X2, we write f1 ∼= f2 if there exists a (necessarily unique) isomorphism
α : (Y1, f1, π1)→ (Y2, f2, π2) of cospans, and f1 = f2 if α is the identity.
Any partial comodule datum induces canonically five pushouts by composition, that we
denote by X • I, (X •H) • H , X • (H ⊗ H), (X • H) • H and X •H •H , and that are
defined by the following diagrams:
X ⊗H
πX
||||②②
②②
②②
②② X⊗ε
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X •H
X•ε ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ X ⊗ I
πX,ε||||②②
②②
②②
②②
X • I
⑧⑧❄
❄
X ⊗H
πX
||||②②
②②
②②
②② ρX⊗H
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X •H
ρX•H ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ (X •H)⊗H
πX•H||||②②
②②
②②
②
(X •H) •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
(2)
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X ⊗H
πX
||||②②
②②
②②
②② X⊗∆
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X •H
X•∆ ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ X ⊗H ⊗H
πX,∆||||②②
②②
②②
②② πX⊗H
"" ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X • (H ⊗H)
π′
X ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
⑧⑧❄
❄
(X •H)⊗H
π′
X,∆
||||②②
②②
②②
②
X • (H •H)
⑧⑧❄
❄
(X •H)⊗H
πX•H
||||②②
②②
②②
② π′X,∆
"" ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
(X •H) •H
θ1 "" ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X • (H •H)
θ2||||②②
②②
②②
②②
X •H •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
(3)
respectively. We will call X •H •H the coassociativity pushout.
Definition 2.3. Let (H,∆, ε) be a coalgebra in C. A quasi partial comodule is a partial
comodule datum (X,X •H, πX , ρX) that satisfies the following conditions
(QPC1) (X ⊗ ε) ◦ ρX ∼= IdX as cospans, that is to say, X • I ∼= X and (X • ε) ◦ ρX =
πX,ε ◦ r
−1
X : X → X • I are identical isomorphisms or, equivalently, the following
diagram commutes
X //
idX
**
ρX
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
X ⊗H
πX
yyyyss
ss
ss
s X⊗ε
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
// X
r
−1
X
∼=
yysss
ss
ss
s
idX
tt
X •H
X•ε %%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑ X ⊗ I
πX,εyyss
ss
ss
s
X • I
∼=

⑧⑧❄
❄
X
(4)
(QPC2) θ1 ◦ πX•H ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ ρX = θ1 ◦ πX•H ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ρX as
cospans, that is to say, θ1 ◦ (ρX •H)◦ρX = θ2 ◦π
′
X ◦ (X •∆)◦ρX or, equivalently,
the following diagram commutes
X •H
ρX•H // (X •H) •H
θ1
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X
ρX
<<②②②②②②②②②
ρX ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ X •H •H
X •H
X•∆
// X • (H ⊗H)
π′
X
// X • (H •H)
θ2
<<②②②②②②②②
A quasi partial comodule will be called a lax partial comodule when the cospan X •H •H
is induced by a morphism θ : X • (H • H) → (X • H) • H (in C). Furthermore a lax
partial comodule is called a geometric partial comodule if θ is an isomorphism. We will
often denote a (quasi/lax/geometric) partial comodule just by X.
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If (X,X •H, πX , ρX) and (Y, Y •H, πY , ρY ) are partial comodule data, then a morphism
of partial comodule data is a pair (f, f • H) of morphisms in C with f : X → Y and
f •H : X •H → Y •H such that the following diagram commutes
X
f

ρX
((PP
PPP
P X ⊗HπX
vv♥♥♥♥
♥
f⊗H

X •H
f•H

Y
ρY ((P
PPP
PPP Y ⊗H
πY
vv♥♥♥♥
♥
Y •H
A morphism of quasi, lax or geometric partial comodules is a morphism of the underlying
partial comodule data. We denote by gPComH , qPComH , lPComH , PCDH the categories
of (respectively) geometric, quasi, lax partial comodules and of partial comodule data over
H .
The focus of the present paper will be on geometric partial comodules. By specializing
C to appropriate categories, examples of this notion can be obtained from partial actions
of (topological) groups and monoids and partial (co)actions and (co)representations of
Hopf algebras, as studied earlier in the literature. More details will be provided in the
forthcoming sections, devoted specifically to applications of the general theory developed
herein to cases of interest. For some concrete examples we refer the reader to [22] and to
the next section.
Remarks 2.4. (i) When assuming that C is a strict monoidal category, the counitality
condition can be rephrased as the existence of a morphism X • ε : X •H → X which
makes the following diagram commutative.
X //
idX
((
ρX
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ X ⊗H
πX
zzzztt
tt
t X⊗ε
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
// X
tt
tt
tt
t
tt
tt
tt
t
idX
vv
X •H
X•ε $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
X
tt
tt
tt
t
tt
tt
tt
t
X
X
(5)
Indeed, it is obvious that if counitality holds then X is (up to isomorphism) the
pushout of (πX , X⊗ε) and if we substitute it in diagram (4) then we find diagram (5).
Conversely, assume that diagram (5) commutes and let X •H
p1 // X • I X
p2oo
be the pushout of (πX , X ⊗ ε). We have that p2 is an epimorphism because πX is.
Moreover, by the universal property of the pushout, there exists a unique morphism
q : X • I → X such that q ◦ p1 = X • ε and q ◦ p2 = IdX . The latter relation tells
that p2 is also a split monomorphism, whence an isomorphism and X • I ∼= X in C.
Henceforth, all partial comodule datum are implicitly assumed to be counital, that is,
they satisfy (QPC1) or (5).
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(ii) The notion of geometric partial comodule should not be confused with the notion of
partial comodule over a Hopf algebra as it appears in [5, §3], which is based on the
notion of partial corepresentations, which in turn are the dual of the partial repre-
sentations from [7]. The relation between the two partial comodule constructions is
discussed in more detail in [5, Proposition 3.12] and subsequent results. To avoid
a clash in terminology, here we will refer to a partial comodule in the sense of [5,
Definition 3.1] as an algebraic partial comodule.
The following observation is implicitly used in [22], but we believe it is useful for what
follows to state it explicitly here.
Lemma 2.5. Given a quasi partial comodule (X,X • H, πX , ρX), there exist morphisms
X • ε •H : X •H •H → X •H and X •H • ε : X •H •H → X •H such that
(X • ε •H) ◦ θ1 ◦ (ρX •H) = IdX•H = (X • ε •H) ◦ θ2 ◦ π
′
X ◦ (X •∆) ,
(X •H • ε) ◦ θ1 ◦ (ρX •H) = ρX ◦ (X • ε) and
(X •H • ε) ◦ θ2 ◦ π
′
X ◦ (X •∆) = IdX•H .
(6)
Proof. The proof is straightforward and it relies on repeatedly resorting to the universal
property of pushouts. 
Corollary 2.6. For every quasi partial comodule (X,X •H, πX , ρX), the following diagram
X
ρX
// X •H
X•ε
{{ θ1◦(ρX•H) //
θ2◦π′X◦(X•∆)
// X •H •HX•ε•H
oo
X•H•ε
ww
is a split equalizer and a coreflexive equalizer, in particular, it is an absolute equalizer.
2.2. Geometric partial comodules and non-coassociative coactions. In this section,
we present a general construction that provides a wide class of geometric partial comodules.
Let (H,∆, ε) be a coalgebra in a (strict) monoidal category C as in §2.1, X be an object
in C and ∂X : X → X ⊗ H be a morphism in C satisfying (X ⊗ ε) ◦ ∂X = X. We may
intuitively think at ∂X as a counital, but not necessarily coassociative, coaction. Suppose
that an object X •H and a morphism πX : X ⊗H → X •H exist such that the following
parallel morphisms are equal
X
∂X // X ⊗H
∂X⊗H //
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
πX⊗H // (X •H)⊗H (7)
and such that the following universal property holds: for any other object T and morphism
t : X ⊗H → T in C such that
(t⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X = (t⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
there exists a unique morphism u : X •H → T such that t = u ◦ π. In this case, we will
(improperly) say that (X •H, πX) universally coequalizes the arrows in (7).
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From the universal property one easily deduces (by using an argument similar to the
case of coequalizers) that πX : X⊗H → X •H is an epimorphism. Moreover, the following
lemma shows that in many cases of interest, πX : X ⊗H → X •H is in fact a colimit.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that the family of morphisms {(H •X)⊗ f | f : H → I} is jointly
monic, then πX : X ⊗ H → X • H is a colimit in C. Namely, it can be realized as the
universal arrow coequalizing the following compositions
X
∂X // X ⊗H
∂X⊗H //
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
X⊗H⊗f // X ⊗H
for all f ∈ Hom(H, I).
Remark 2.8. The condition of Lemma 2.7 is satisfied, for example, in C = Vectk (since k
is a cogenerator), in C = Modopk for k a commutative ring (since k is a generator in Modk)
and in C = (Setop,×, {∗}) (since {∗} is a generator in Set).
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Consider a small category Z whose set of objects is {Z0, Zf | f ∈
Hom(H, I)} and whose morphisms are all the identity morphisms plus two additional mor-
phisms zf1 , z
f
2 : Zf → Z0 for each f ∈ Hom(H, I). Then, define a functor F : Z → C acting
on objects as
F (Z0) = X ⊗H and F (Zf) = X for all f ∈ Hom(H, I)
and on (non-identity) morphisms as
F (zf1 ) = (X ⊗H ⊗ f) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X and F (z
f
2 ) = (X ⊗H ⊗ f) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X .
Then the colimit of F is a universal arrow c : X ⊗H → C which coequalizes the following
compositions for all f ∈ Hom(H, I)
X
∂X // X ⊗H
∂X⊗H //
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
X⊗H⊗f // X ⊗H
c // C .
We can rewrite the above diagram as
X
∂X // X ⊗H
∂X⊗H //
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
c⊗H // C ⊗H
C⊗f // C .
If the family of morphisms {C ⊗ f | f : H → I} is jointly monic, then it is equivalent to
require that the following parallel morphisms are equal
X
∂X // X ⊗H
∂X⊗H //
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
c⊗H // C ⊗H .
This is exactly the universal property of (X •H, πX). 
Proposition 2.9. Let (H,∆, ε) be a coalgebra in a monoidal category C as in §2.1. Assume
that X is an object in C and that ∂X : X → X ⊗C is a morphism in C satisfying (X ⊗ ε) ◦
∂X = X. If an arrow πX : X ⊗H → X •H that universally coequalizes the arrows in (7)
exists, then (X,X •H, πX , πX ◦ ∂X) is a geometric partial H-comodule.
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Proof. Set
ρX := πX ◦ ∂X . (8)
Let us first prove that (X•H)•H andX•(H•H), constructed as in (2) and (3) respectively,
are isomorphic. In view of the defining property (7) of πX , we may consider the following
equalities:
(π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(7)
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(3)
= (π′X ⊗H) ◦ ((X •∆)⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(7)
= (π′X ⊗H) ◦ ((X •∆)⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(3)
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(∗)
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ ((X •H)⊗∆) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(7)
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ ((X •H)⊗∆) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(∗)
= (π′X,∆ ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
where (∗) follow from the naturality of the tensor product and the unlabelled equality from
the coassociativity of H . Hence, by the universal property of (X •H, πX), there exists a
(unique) morphism u : X •H → X • (H •H) such that
u ◦ πX = π
′
X,∆ ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H)
Consequently, by the universal property of the pushout (X •H)•H , there exists a (unique)
morphism of cospans α : (X •H) •H → X • (H •H).
By a similar computation as above, we find that
(πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(7)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(8)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (ρX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(2)
= ((ρX •H)⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(7)
= ((ρX •H)⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(2)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (ρX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(8)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(∗)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ ((X •H)⊗∆) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
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(7)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ ((X •H)⊗∆) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
(∗)
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
= (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
where again (∗) follow from naturality of the tensor product and the last equality from
the coassociativity of H . Hence, by the universal property of (X •H, πX), there exists a
(unique) morphism v : X •H → (X •H) •H such that
v ◦ πX = (πX•H ⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H)
Consequently, by the universal property of the pushout X •(H •H), there exists a (unique)
morphism of cospans β : X • (H •H)→ (X •H) •H . Hence, as explained in Remark 2.2,
this entails that (X •H) •H and X • (H •H) are isomorphic as cospans.
By definition of X • H we have that coassociativity holds in (X • H) ⊗ H and hence,
obviously, also in (X • H) • H = X • (H • H). Thus, X satisfies axiom (QPC2) in the
geometric case.
Concerning counitality, let us observe that
(X ⊗ ε⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X = ∂X = (X ⊗ ε⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X
as maps X → X ⊗ H , by hypothesis on ∂X . Hence, by the universal property of X • H ,
there exists a unique map X • ε : X • H → X such that (X • ε) ◦ πX = X ⊗ ε. As a
consequence, diagram (5) commutes and axiom (QPC1) holds as well. Hence, X is indeed
a geometric partial comodule. 
If the underlying category C is such that a universal object (X •H, πX) coequalizing (7)
exists for every non-coassociative (i.e. counital but not necessarily coassociative) comodule
(X, ∂X), then the construction of Proposition 2.9 becomes functorial.
Theorem 2.10. Let (H,∆, ε) be a coalgebra in C. Denote by NComH the category whose
objects are non-coassociative H-comodules (X, ∂X), in the above sense, and whose mor-
phisms are maps f : X → X ′ in C such that ∂X′ ◦f = (f ⊗H)◦∂X. If for every (X, ∂X) in
NComH there exists a universal object (X •H, πX) coequalizing (7), then the assignments
P : NComH // gPComH ,
(X, ∂X)
✤ // (X,X •H, πX , πX ◦ ∂X)
f ✤ // f
define a faithful functor from the category NComH of not necessarily coassociative H-
comodules to the category gPComH of geometric partial comodules.
Proof. If follows from Proposition 2.9 that the functor P is well-defined at the level of
objects. Thus, consider a morphism f : X → X ′ in C such that
∂X′ ◦ f = (f ⊗H) ◦ ∂X . (9)
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Since
(πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂X ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(9)
= (πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (∂X′ ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(9)
= (πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (∂X′ ⊗H) ◦ ∂X′ ◦ f
(7)
= (πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (X
′ ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X′ ◦ f
(9)
= (πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (X
′ ⊗∆) ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
= (πX′ ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ ∂X ,
by the universal property of (X •H, πX) there exists a unique morphism f •H : X •H →
X ′ •H such that
(f •H) ◦ πX = πX′ ◦ (f ⊗H). (10)
By definition of ρX = πX ◦ ∂X , we have that
(f •H) ◦ ρX = (f •H) ◦ πX ◦ ∂X
(10)
= πX′ ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ ∂X
(9)
= πX′ ◦ ∂X′ ◦ f = ρX′ ◦ f
and hence
X
f

ρX
((PP
PPP
P X ⊗HπX
vv♥♥♥♥
♥
f⊗H

X •H
f•H

X ′
ρX′
((PP
PPP
P X
′ ⊗H
πX′
vv♥♥♥
♥
X ′ •H
commutes, making of (f, f •H) a morphism of geometric partial comodules. Functoriality
of P is now obvious, as well as its faithfulness. 
Let us show, with a concrete example, the construction of a geometric partial comodule
structure from a non-coassociative one.
Example 2.11. LetH := C[X] the Hopf algebra of polynomials over the complex numbers,
that is, assume that X is primitive. For a complex vector space V , consider
∂V : V → V ⊗ C[X], v 7→ v ⊗X + v ⊗ 1.
This is clearly a non-coassociative but counital morphism. In view of Lemma 2.7, we may
compute V • C[X] as the colimit of all the morphisms
V → V ⊗ C[X],

v 7→ v ⊗Xf(X) + v ⊗ 1f(X) + v ⊗Xf(1) + v ⊗ 1f(1),v 7→ v ⊗ 1f(X) + v ⊗Xf(1) + v ⊗ 1f(1).
for every f ∈ C[X]∗, which can be realized as the quotient
V ⊗ C[X]
〈v ⊗Xf(X) | v ∈ V, f ∈ C[X]∗〉
∼=
V ⊗ C[X]
V ⊗CX
.
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Therefore, we find the geometric partial coaction
ρV : V → V • C[X], v 7→ v ⊗ 1 + V ⊗ CX.
The converse of Proposition 2.9 does not hold in general, that is to say, there exist
geometric partial comodules (X,X •H, πX , ρX) in C such that ρX = πX ◦∂X but (X •H, πX)
does not satisfy the universal property.
Example 2.12. Consider C = (Set,×, {∗}). It is well-known (see, for instance, [13, Lemma
1.3]) that the diagonal map ∆ : H → H ×H, x 7→ (x, x), and the (unique) map ε : H →
{∗}, x 7→ ∗, make of any non-empty set H a coalgebra in C and that this one is the unique
coassociative and counital coalgebra structure one can equip H with. In addition, if X is
any set and f : X → H is any function, then the assignment
∂X : X → X ×H, x 7→ (x, f(x))
defines a counital coaction (which is automatically coassociative) and all the counital coac-
tions are of this form, because counitality implies that the first entry of ∂X(x) has to be x.
As a consequence, any counital coaction ∂X in Set is in fact coassociative and hence the pair
(X ×H, Id) universally coequalizes the arrows in (7). Therefore, all the geometric partial
comodules provided by Proposition 2.9 in C = Set are global, but not all the geometric
partial comodules are so as well. For instance, for any non-empty sets H 6= {∗} and X,
the trivial geometric partial H-comodule structure
X
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ X ×H
X×εzztt
tt
tt
X
on X is not global.
We conclude this subsection by showing that there exist geometric partial comodules
that cannot be obtained via the procedure of Proposition 2.9. In details, we provide
examples of a geometric partial comodule in Ab (see Example 2.13) and one in Abop (see
Example 2.15 for which there does not exist at all a morphism ∂X : X → X ⊗ H that
may induce the geometric partial comodule structure. In particular, it follows that the
functor P of Theorem 2.10 is not essentially surjective on objects, in general. This gives us
an additional important information. Even in those favourable cases in which every non-
coassociative comodule gives rise to a geometric partial comodule, still not every geometric
partial comodule can be obtained in this way, indicating that the category of geometric
partial comodules has a richer structure.
Example 2.13. Let C = Ab, the category of abelian groups. Consider H := Z ⊕ Z. For
the sake of clarity, we will denote by 1 = (1, 0) and e = (0, 1) in H , so that we may write
H = Z⊕ Ze ∼= Z[T ]/〈T 2〉. We define on H a structure of coalgebra in C as follows:
∆(1) = 1⊗ 1, ε(1) = 1, ∆(e) = e⊗ 1 + 1⊗ e, ε(e) = 0.
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Consider also X := Z ⊕ Z2e, i.e. the quotient of H with respect to the subgroup 2Ze.
Denote by p : H → X the canonical projection and by X •H the pushout
H
(p⊗H)◦∆
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
p
vvvv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
X
ρX ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗ X ⊗H
πXvvvv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
.
By Lemma A.2, we may explicitly describe X •H as the quotient X ⊗H/2Z(1⊗ e), since
((p⊗H) ◦∆) (2Ze) = (p⊗H) (2Z(e⊗ 1) + 2Z(1⊗ e)) = 2Z(1⊗ e).
Moreover, in view of [22, Example 2.5], it turns out that (X,X •H, πX , ρX) is a geometric
partial comodule in Ab. Set 1¯ = 1 + 2Z ∈ Z2. We have, explicitly,
ρX(n) = πX(p⊗H)∆(1) = n(1⊗ 1) + 2Z(1⊗ e),
ρX(1¯e) = πX(p⊗H)∆(e) = 1¯e⊗ 1 + 1⊗ e+ 2Z(1⊗ e).
Let us show that there is no morphism ∂X : X → X ⊗ H in Ab such that πX ◦ ∂X = ρX .
Assume, by contradiction, that ∂X exists and consider ∂X(1¯e) ∈ X ⊗H . Since
X ⊗H ∼= (Z⊗ Z)⊕ (Z⊗ Ze)⊕ (Z2e⊗ Z)⊕ (Z2e⊗ Ze) ∼= Z⊕ Ze⊕ Z2e⊕ Z2e, (11)
we may write
∂X(1¯e) = a(1⊗ 1) + b(1⊗ e) + c(1¯e⊗ 1) + d(1¯e⊗ e)
uniquely. Now,
0 = ∂X(2¯e) = 2∂X(1¯e) = 2a(1⊗1)+2b(1⊗e)+2c(1¯e⊗1)+2d(1¯e⊗e) = 2a(1⊗1)+2b(1⊗e)
entails that a = 0 = b and hence
∂X(1¯e) = c(1¯e⊗ 1) + d(1¯e⊗ e).
On the other hand, however,
1¯e⊗ 1 + 1⊗ e+ 2Z(1⊗ e) = ρX(1¯e) = πX(∂X(1¯e)) = c(1¯e⊗ 1) + d(1¯e⊗ e) + 2Z(1⊗ e)
implies that
(c− 1)(1¯e⊗ 1) + d(1¯e⊗ e)− 1⊗ e ∈ 2Z(1⊗ e),
which is impossible in view of the decomposition (11): we cannot have 1⊗ e ∈ 2Z(1⊗ e).
Summing up, the geometric partial comodule (X,X •H, πX , ρX) cannot be obtained from
a non-coassociative comodule structure (X, ∂X) on X as in Proposition 2.9. Furthermore,
it cannot be even isomorphic in gPComH to a geometric partial comodule (Z,Z •H, πZ , ρZ)
which has been obtained in that way.
Remark 2.14. The coalgebra structure on H in Example 2.13 is not a quotient of the Hopf
algebra structure on Z[X] given by X primitive. Instead, it is the quotient of the coalgebra
structure on Z[X] in which 1 is group-like and Xn is 1-primitive for all n ≥ 1.
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Example 2.15. In C = Abop consider the geometric partial Q-comodule structure on Z
induced by the multiplication of Q, that is to say, consider the pushout in C
Q
Q⊗Z Z
mQ◦(Q⊗ZιZ)
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
Z
5 U
ιZ
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
Q • Z
⑧⑧❄
❄
ρZ
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠5 UπZ
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
. (12)
It is well-known that, in fact, Q ⊗Z Q ∼= Q via the multiplication mQ and hence mQ ◦
(Q⊗Z ιZ) = IdQ. Moreover, since it is clear that the pushout in Ab
op of the pair (IdQ, ιZ) is
nothing else than (Z, ιZ, IdZ), diagram (12) becomes
Q
Q
qqqqq
qqqqq
Z
3 S
ιZff▼▼▼▼▼
Z
⑧⑧❄
❄
qqqqq
qqqqq3 SιZ
ff▼▼▼▼▼
.
Since there does not exist any non-zero morphism of abelian groups Q→ Z, it follows that
the geometric partial Q-comodule (Z,Z, ιZ, IdZ) is not in the essential image of the functor
P : NComQ → gPComQ when C = Abop. Therefore, P from Theorem 2.10 is not essentially
surjective on objects, in general.
Remark 2.16. The careful reader may have noticed that the category Abop of Example 2.15
does not satisfy the hypotheses of §2.1. In particular, we don’t have that the endofunctors
X⊗− and −⊗X preserve pushouts (which, we recall, in Abop are pullbacks). Nevertheless,
despite the fact that the latter requirement is very useful in developing the general theory
and that it is necessary to speak about induced geometric partial comodules, it is not
strictly needed to just consider geometric partial comodules over a coalgebra and their
morphisms. In view of this and of the fact that the coalgebra Q is flat as a Z-module
(whence, we may indeed consider the induced geometric partial comodule structure on Z),
Example 2.15 is an admissible example in this context.
2.3. Globalization for geometric partial comodules. Intuitively speaking, as the glob-
alization of a partial action of a group G on a set X is the smallest G-set containing X
and such that the partial action is induced by restriction of the global action, we expect
the globalization of a partial comodule X to be the “universal” H-comodule “covering” X
and such that the partial coaction is induced by the global one. Let us first recall what is
meant by an induced partial coaction.
Definition 2.17. Let (Y, δ) be a global H-comodule and p : Y → X an epimorphism in
C. As we mentioned in Example 2.13, in [22, Example 2.5] it has been shown that the
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pushout
Y (p⊗H)◦δ
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
p
vvvv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
X
ρ ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗ X ⊗H
πvvvv♠♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
(13)
inherits a structure of geometric partial comodule and p becomes a morphism of partial
comodule data. We refer to this as the induced partial comodule structure from Y to X.
The motivation for the above construction comes from the following example.
Example 2.18. Considering the case C = Setop, assume that Y is a G-set with global
action β : G× Y → Y and that j : X ⊆ Y is any subset. One can perform the pullback
Y
G×X
β◦(G×j) 66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
X
5 U
j
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
G •X
5 Uι
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗ α
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠⑧
⑧❄❄
Being j injective, it turns out that G • X = {(g, x) ∈ G×X | βg(x) ∈ X} and that
α(g, x) = βg(x) for all x ∈ X ∩ β
−1
g (X). If we define Xg−1 = {x ∈ X | (g, x) ∈ G • X}
and αg(x) := α(g, x) for all g ∈ G, then {Xg, αg} gives a partial action of G on X in the
sense of [20, Definition 1.2] (also compare the present construction with [9, Discussion after
Example 2.5]). We say that this is the partial action induced from Y to X.
Example 2.19. Assume that both X and Y are global H-comodules and that p : Y → X
is an H-colinear morphism. Since p is surjective and colinear, it can be checked directly
that we have the pushout
Y (p⊗H)◦δY
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘p
vvvv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
X
δX
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘ X ⊗H
❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧❧
❧❧
X ⊗H
⑧⑧❄
❄
and hence the induced geometric partial comodule structure on X is its own global one.
We are now ready to introduce our main notion: that of globalization for a partial comodule.
Definition 2.20. Given a geometric partial comodule (X,X •H, πX , ρX), a globalization
for X is a global comodule (Y, δ) with a morphism p : Y → X in C such that
(GL0) p is a morphism of partial comodule data (i.e. (13) commutes);
(GL1) p is an epimorphism in C;
(GL2) the corresponding diagram (13) is a pushout square;
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(GL3) it is universal among all global comodules admitting a partial comodule data
morphism to X: if (Z, δ′) is another global comodule together with a morphism
p′ : Z → X of partial comodule data, then there exists a unique morphism of global
comodules η : Z → Y such that p ◦ η = p′.
A geometric partial comodule X is called globalizable if a globalization of X exists. We
denote by gPComHgl the full subcategory of gPCom
H composed by the globalizable partial
comodules and their morphisms.
Observe that, since induced partial comodules are automatically geometric, essentially
by definition, we cannot speak about globalization for a lax or a quasi partial comodule in
the above sense. Thus, in this paper the globalization procedure is reserved for geometric
partial comodules. Before discussing the general situation, let us recall the globalization
procedure for partial actions of groups as it appears at several places in literature.
Remark 2.21. Recall (e.g. from [1, Theorem 1.1], [23, §3.1] or, more coherently with the
present framework, [9, Theorem 4.2]) that the globalization of a partial action
G×X X
G •X
α
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉2 Rι
dd■■■■■■■
is given by Y := G×X/ ∼ where (g, x) ∼ (h, y) if and only if x ∈ Xg−1h and αh−1g(x) = y.
Let us show briefly that Y together with the obvious projection p : G×X → Y, (g, x) 7→
[g, x], is the coequalizer in Set of the pair
G× (G •X)
G×α
++
G×ι
// G×G×X
µ×X
// G×X .
By definition, G×X/ ∼ is the coequalizer of the pair R
p1 //
p2
// G×X where
R := {((g, x), (h, y)) ∈ (G×X)× (G×X) | x ∈ Xg−1h and αh−1g(x) = y}
is the equivalence relation ∼ and p1, p2 are the (restrictions of the) canonical projections.
One may check that the assignments
ϕ : R→ G×G •X, ((g, x), (h, y)) 7→ (h, (h−1g, x)),
ψ : G×G •X → R, (m, (n, z)) 7→ ((mn, z), (m,n · z)),
are well-defined and each other inverses, making the following diagram
R
p1 //
p2
//
ϕ

G×X
G×G •X
(µ×X)◦(G×ι)
//
G×α
//
ψ
OO
G×X
to commute sequentially. Therefore, the claim follows.
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Remark 2.21 suggests a way of constructing globalizations for partial comodules, which
is the one we will adopt and analyse in this paper.
Proposition 2.22. Let C be a monoidal category as in §2.1, (H,∆, ε) a coalgebra in C
and (X,X •H, πX , ρX) a given partial comodule datum. Assume that the equalizer
YX
κ // X ⊗H
ρX⊗H //
(πX⊗H)◦(X⊗∆)
// X •H ⊗H. (14)
exists in C and that it is preserved by − ⊗ H ⊗H (which, in particular, implies that it is
preserved by − ⊗H as well). Then YX comes with a natural global H-comodule structure
δ : YX → YX ⊗H, uniquely determined by the relation
(X ⊗∆) ◦ κ = (κ⊗H) ◦ δ, (15)
and a canonical morphism of partial comodule data
ǫX = (X ⊗ ε) ◦ κ : YX → X. (16)
Moreover, for any other global comodule (Z, δ′) together with a morphism of partial co-
module data f : Z → X (i.e. such that ρX ◦ f = πX ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ δ
′), there exists a unique
H-colinear morphism f˜ : Z → YX such that ǫX◦f˜ = f . If −⊗H⊗H preserve the equalizers
(14) for all partial comodule data, then the assignment X 7→ YX induces a functor
G′ : PCDH → ComH (17)
which is right adjoint to the inclusion functor I ′ : ComH → PCDH .
Proof. Set Y := YX and ǫ := ǫX when X is clear from the context. By hypothesis,
(Y ⊗H, κ⊗H) is the equalizer of ρX ⊗ H ⊗ H and (πX ⊗ H ⊗ H) ◦ (X ⊗ ∆ ⊗ H). If
we consider (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ : Y → X ⊗H ⊗H then
(ρX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ = (X •H ⊗∆) ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ κ
(14)
= (X •H ⊗∆) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
= (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
= (πX ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
and hence there exists a unique δ : Y → Y ⊗ H such that (X ⊗ ∆) ◦ κ = (κ ⊗ H) ◦ δ.
Observe that, as a consequence,
κ = (X ⊗ ε⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
(15)
= (X ⊗ ε⊗H) ◦ (κ⊗H) ◦ δ
(16)
= (ǫ⊗H) ◦ δ. (18)
To prove that δ is coassociative and counital, recall that κ⊗H ⊗H is a monomorphism in
C as structure map of the corresponding equalizer. Thus, from the following computations
κ◦ (Y ⊗ ε)◦ δ= (X ⊗H ⊗ ε)◦ (κ⊗H)◦ δ
(15)
= (X ⊗H ⊗ ε)◦ (X ⊗∆)◦κ= κ and
(κ⊗H ⊗H)◦ (δ ⊗H)◦ δ
(15)
= (X ⊗∆⊗H)◦ (κ⊗H)◦ δ
(15)
= (X ⊗∆⊗H)◦ (X ⊗∆)◦κ
= (X ⊗H ⊗∆)◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦κ
(15)
= (X ⊗H ⊗∆)◦ (κ⊗H)◦ δ= (κ⊗H ⊗H)◦ (Y ⊗∆) ◦ δ,
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it follows that (Y ⊗ ε) ◦ δ = IdY and (δ ⊗H) ◦ δ = (Y ⊗∆) ◦ δ. Now, observe that
ρX ◦ ǫ
(16)
= ρX ◦ (X ⊗ ε) ◦ κ = (X •H ⊗ ε) ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ κ
(14)
= (X •H ⊗ ε) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
= πX ◦ (X ⊗H ⊗ ε) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ = πX ◦ κ
(18)
= πX ◦ (ǫ⊗H) ◦ δ
whence ǫ is a morphism of partial comodule data. Assume finally that we have a global
comodule (Z, δ′) and a morphism of partial comodule data f : I ′(Z)→ X, that is,
πX ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ δ
′ = ρX ◦ f. (19)
Thus,
(ρX ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ δ
′ (19)= (πX ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (δ
′ ⊗H) ◦ δ′
= (πX ⊗H) ◦ (f ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (Z ⊗∆) ◦ δ
′ = (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ (f ⊗H) ◦ δ
′
and hence there exists a unique morphism fˆ : Z → YX in C such that κ ◦ fˆ = (f ⊗H) ◦ δ
′.
By resorting to the fact that κ ⊗ H is a monomorphism, one may check that fˆ is H-
colinear. 
Corollary 2.23. If (X,X • H, πX , ρX) is a geometric partial comodule over H and, in
addition, ǫX : YX → X of (16) is an epimorphism in C and the diagram corresponding to
(13) is a pushout diagram, then (YX , δ) of Proposition 2.22 is the globalization of X.
Example 2.24. Assume that we are in the situation of Example 2.19, that is, that we
have a surjective morphism of global comodules p : Y → X. As we have seen, the
geometric partial comodule structure induced on X by Y via p is the global one (X, δX).
In addition, being global, (X, δX) is already the absolute equalizer of (δX ⊗H,X ⊗∆) and
so it follows that the globalization of the induced geometric partial comodule structure
is still the starting global comodule structure. Together with Example 2.19, this shows
that the induction and globalization procedure in the global setting are consistent with
our intuition.
Remark 2.25. As a matter of fact, there are many examples of categories C as in §2.1 for
which Proposition 2.22 indeed provides a well-defined adjoint to the inclusion functor I ′.
For instance, the categories (Set,×, {∗}), (Setop,×, {∗}), (Vectk,⊗k, k), (Vect
op
k ,⊗k, k) and
(CAlgk,⊗k, k) where k is a field, or the category (Modk,⊗k, k) of (symmetric) modules
over a commutative ring k, provided that the coalgebra (H,∆, ε) is such that H is flat as
k-module. In fact, in all these cases C admits all pullbacks and −⊗H preserves them.
The category (Topop,×, {∗}) is an example as well, provided that the monoid (H, µ, u) in
Top is such that H is locally compact Hausdorff (a sufficient condition to have that −×H
preserves colimits in Top) or that H is a topological group (in which case one may prove
that the morphisms (ρX × H, (X × µ) ◦ (πX × H)) are in fact open maps and so − × H
does preserve the corresponding coequalizer. Additional details will be provided in §3.2).
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Observe also that, being a global comodule (Z, δ′) the equalizer of δ′ ⊗ H and Z ⊗ ∆,
the unit of the adjunction in Proposition 2.22 is the identity, confirming that I ′ is fully
faithful.
Assumptions 2.26. Until the end of the section, let us assume that C as in §2.1 admits in
addition all the equalizers (14) for every partial comodule datum (X,X •H, πX , ρX) and
that the endofunctor − ⊗ H ⊗ H preserves them. In particular, we can speak about the
functor G′ : PCDH → ComH .
Recall from [22, §2.4] that the forgetful functor U : gPComH → C, (X,X •H, πX , ρX) 7→
X, admits a right adjoint T given by the so-called “trivial partial comodule” construction.
Namely, for every V ∈ C one puts V •H = V , πV = V ⊗ ε and ρV = IdV . This makes of
(V, V •H, πV , ρV ) a geometric partial H-comodule.
Theorem 2.27. The functor G′ of (17) induces a functor G : gPComH → ComH which
is right adjoint to the inclusion functor I : ComH → gPComH from global comodules to
geometric partial ones. Moreover if U : gPComH → C is the forgetful functor with right
adjoint the trivial partial comodule functor T : C → gPComH , then G ◦T ∼= −⊗H, the free
right comodule functor. In other words, the free-forgetful adjunction between C and ComH
factors through the category of geometric partial comodules.
C
T
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
−⊗H //
ComH
I
yysss
ss
ss
ss
soo
gPComH
G
99ssssssssssU
cc●●●●●●●●●
Proof. Consider the inclusion functors I : ComH → gPComH from global comodules to
geometric partial comodules and I ′′ : gPComH → PCDH from geometric partial comodules
to partial comodule data. Since I ′′ is fully faithful,
ComH(Z,G′I ′′(X)) ∼= PCDH(I ′(Z), I ′′(X)) = PCDH(I ′′I(Z), I ′′(X)) ∼= gPComH(I(Z), X),
whence G := G′I ′′ : gPComH → ComH is right adjoint to the inclusion functor I. Let us
analyse the composition G ◦ T : C → ComH . The functor T sends any object in C to the
(geometric) partial comodule
V
●●
●●
●●
●
●
V ⊗H
V⊗ε{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
V
To compute G(T (V )), we have to take the equalizer Y of the morphisms ρV ⊗H = IdV⊗H
and (πV ⊗H)◦(V ⊗∆) = (V ⊗ε⊗H)◦(V ⊗∆) = IdV⊗H . Therefore, G(T (V )) is Y = V ⊗H
with comodule structure uniquely given by δ = V ⊗∆ and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.28. Resoundingly speaking, the first claim of Theorem 2.27 can be rephrased by
saying that ComH is a coreflexive subcategory of gPComH , because it is a full subcategory
whose inclusion functor admits a right adjoint, and that YX is the coreflector in Com
H of
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X. Moreover, notice that YI(V ) = V , whence GI(V ) = V is the unit of the adjunction and
the functor I is fully faithful (as one would expect).
Intuitively, one can think of the functors G′ and G constructed in Proposition 2.22 and
Theorem 2.27 as globalization constructions. However, we do not expect them to be
“genuine” globalizations in the sense of Definition 2.20 above. Indeed, there is in general no
reason why the morphism ǫX should be an epimorphism, nor why X should be induced by
YX . However, the subsequent important Proposition 2.29 shows that, if the globalization
of a partial comodule exists, then it can be realized as the construction performed in
Proposition 2.22.
Proposition 2.29. Assume that a geometric partial comodule structure (X,X •H, πX , ρX)
on X has been induced by a global comodule (Z, δZ). Then G(X) = YX constructed as in
(14) is the globalization of X in the sense of Definition 2.20. In particular, if a geometric
partial comodule X is globalizable then YX is the globalization of X.
Proof. Since (Z, δZ) is a global comodule inducing the partial comodule structure on X, it
comes with a morphism of partial comodule data p : Z → X, which is an epimorphism
in C by definition. Thus, by Proposition 2.22 there exists a unique H-colinear morphism
p˜ : Z → YX such that ǫX ◦ p˜ = p and so ǫX is an epimorphism. Furthermore, since
Z
p
yyrrr
rr
rr
r (p⊗H)◦δZ
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
X
ρX %%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ X ⊗H
πXyyrr
rrr
r
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
is a pushout square, for every X
f // V X ⊗H
goo in C such that f ◦ ǫX = g ◦ κ we have
f ◦p = f ◦ǫX ◦ p˜ = g◦κ◦ p˜
(18)
= g◦(ǫX⊗H)◦δ◦ p˜ = g◦(ǫX⊗H)◦(p˜⊗H)◦δZ = g◦(p⊗H)◦δZ
and hence there exists a unique morphism h : X • H → V such that h ◦ ρX = f and
h ◦ πX = g. Thus, also
YX
ǫX
yyrrr
rrr
rr κ
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
X
ρX %%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ X ⊗H
πXyyrr
rrr
r
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
is a pushout square and (YX , δ) is the globalization of X by Corollary 2.23. 
An interesting consequence of Proposition 2.29 (see also Corollary 2.38 below) is that
if a globalization for a geometric partial comodule X exists, then it can be realized as a
subcomodule of the free global comodule X ⊗ H on X (via κ). If we join this together
with the observation that conditions (GL1) and (GL3) express the intuitive idea of “being
co-generated” for the global comodule Y by the object X, we are naturally led to introduce
the following terminology.
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Definition 2.30. Let (Y, δY ) be a global comodule over the coalgebra H in the monoidal
category C and let p : Y → X be an epimorphism in C. We say that Y is co-generated by
X as a comodule if the composition
(p⊗H) ◦ δY : Y → X ⊗H (20)
is a monomorphism in C.
Example 2.31. The following examples argue in favour of the appropriateness of the
terminology just introduced.
(1) If we rephrase Definition 2.30 for C = Vectopk , then we recover the classical notion of
module generated by a subspace.
(2) If we let C be Setop and H be a group, then we recover the familiar notion of orbit
under the action of H .
(3) In C = Vectk instead, it says exactly that Y is isomorphic to a subcomodule of the
free comodule X ⊗H (via (p ⊗H) ◦ δY ), which is in accordance with the definition
of finitely co-generated comodules in Vectk used in [28, Example 1.2].
Let us now provide some examples of explicit globalizations of (induced) geometric par-
tial comodules. One may remark that, in these examples, the globalization is exactly the
orbit (under the initial global action) of the subset upon which the partial action is induced.
This is a general phenomenon, as we will see with Corollary 2.38 (see also Remark 3.3).
Example 2.32. Consider G := (R,+, 0) and S := R. Then the action β : G × S →
S, (g, s) 7→ g + s, of G on S by translation can be seen as the action of an affine algebraic
group on an affine set. Consider V := {±1} = Z(X2 − 1) ⊆ R. Then we can look at the
restriction α of β to V as in Example 2.18. In this setting,
G • V = {(g, v) | v ∈ Vg−1} = {(0,±1), (2,−1), (−2, 1)} = Z(Z
2 − 1, X2 + 2XZ) ⊆ R2
is an affine set as well and the diagram
V G× V
G • V
α
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
⊆
99rrrrrr
is composed by polynomial maps, so that this provides an example of a “geometric partial
action”. Let us show that the globalization of this partial action gives back the whole line.
Passing to the ring of coordinates, we obtain a Hopf algebra H := R[X] (with X primi-
tive) and a geometric partial H-comodule structure on the algebra A := R[Z]/〈Z2 − 1〉 =:
R[z] which is given as follows. Set R[x, z] := R[X,Z]/〈Z2 − 1, X2 + 2XZ〉,
πA : R[X]⊗ R[z]→ R[x, z],

X ⊗ 1 7→ x1⊗ z 7→ z
and
ρA : R[z] 7→ R[x, z], x 7→ x+ z.
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Then
A
ρA %%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ H ⊗ A
πAyyrr
rrr
r
H • A
is a geometric partial H-comodule structure on A in the category of affine algebras. No-
tice that, since (A,H • A, πA, ρA) is an induced geometric partial comodule, if the global
comodule (YA, δ) of (14) exists then it is the globalization of A, in view of Propositions
2.22 and 2.29. Independently from the fact that globalization always exist or not in the
category under investigation. Consider the equalizer YA (in the category of affine algebras)
of the pair (H ⊗ ρA, (H ⊗ πA)(∆⊗A)). Observe that
H ⊗ ρA :

X ⊗ 1 7→ X ⊗ 11⊗ z 7→ 1⊗ x+ 1⊗ z
while
(H ⊗ πA)(∆⊗ A) :

X ⊗ 1 7→ X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x1⊗ z 7→ 1⊗ z ,
therefore X ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ z ∈ YA and hence we have a well-defined algebra map ψ : R[X] →
YA, X 7→ X ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ z. Let us prove that this is an isomorphism. To this aim, if we write
(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z)n = pn(X)⊗ 1 + qn(X)⊗ z
then
(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z)n+1 = pn(X)X ⊗ 1 + qn(X)X ⊗ z + pn(X)⊗ z + qn(X)⊗ 1
and hence pn+1(X) = pn(X)X + qn(X) and qn(X) = pn(X) + qn(X)X. This entails that
the elements (X ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ z)n are linearly independent in R[X] ⊗ R[z] (because at every
step the degrees of pn(X) and qn(X) increase) and hence ψ is injective. We prove that it
is surjective as well by induction. Consider a generic element p(X) ⊗ 1 + q(X) ⊗ z ∈ YA
with p(X) of degree t and q(X) of degree s. We have
p(X)⊗1+q(X)⊗x+q(X)⊗z =
t∑
n=0
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
pnX
n−k⊗xk+
s∑
m=0
m∑
h=0
(
m
h
)
qmX
m−h⊗xhz. (21)
If we focus the attention on the highest degree summands, then we see that
ptX
t ⊗ 1 + qsX
s ⊗ x+ qsX
s ⊗ z = ptX
t ⊗ 1 + qsX
s ⊗ z. (22)
Since in R[x, z] we have that
x2k = (−2)4k−1xz, x2k+1 = 4kx
x2kz = (−2)4k−1x, x2k+1z = 4kxz
for all k ≥ 1, we may conclude that s < t (otherwise, the summand qsX
s⊗x in (22) cannot
be cancelled). Moreover, since the summand tptX
t−1⊗x appears on the right of (21) with
non-zero coefficient, while it does not appear on the left, we may conclude that s = t− 1.
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Let us prove by induction on the degree t of p(X) that every element in YA is a linear
combination of powers of X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z. If deg(p(X)) = 1 then deg(q(X)) = 0 and
(aX + b)⊗ 1 + c⊗ x+ c⊗ z = aX ⊗ 1 + a⊗ x+ b⊗ 1 + c⊗ z
implies that a = c, so that
p(X)⊗ 1 + q(X)⊗ z = a(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z) + b(1⊗ 1).
Assume that the property holds for every p(X)⊗1+ q(X)⊗z ∈ YA with deg(p(X)) ≤ t−1
and consider p(X)⊗ 1 + q(X)⊗ z ∈ YA with deg(p(X)) = t. Since
p(X)⊗ 1 + q(X)⊗ z − pt(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z)
t = p′(X)⊗ 1 + q′(X)⊗ z ∈ YA
with deg(p′(X)) < deg(p(X)), by the inductive hypothesis
p(X)⊗ 1 + q(X)⊗ z − pt(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z)
t =
t−1∑
k=0
ck(X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z)
k
and the verification is complete.
Example 2.33. Analogously to Example 2.32, consider G = SO(2,R) acting on R2 in the
obvious way and consider V = {a := (1, 0)} = Z(X−1, Z). In this setting, G•V = {(I2, a)}
together with the inclusion G • V ⊆ G× V and the action G • V → V, (I2, a) 7→ a gives a
partial action of G on V . By passing to the ring of coordinates we find a geometric partial
H-comodule structure on R, where H = R[SO(2,R)]. Concretely, we found the trivial
geometric partial comodule structure
R
Id
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ H
εww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
R
It is now straightforward to check that the equalizer YR coincides with H , which geomet-
rically corresponds to the unit circle in R2.
Proposition 2.29 shows that the functor G constructs the globalization of a geometric
partial comodule, if such a globalization exists (as in Examples 2.32 and 2.33, for instance).
However, the following example shows that there exist geometric partial comodules that
do not admit any globalization in the sense of Definition 2.20.
Example 2.34. Let C = CAlgk, the category of commutative algebras over a field k.
Take H := k [x], the monoid bialgebra over N with unit u : k → k[x], ∆(x) = x ⊗ x
and ε(x) = 1, and take A := k itself. Set A • H := k
[
y, 1
y
]
. The canonical inclusion
π : k[x]→ k
[
y, 1
y
]
, x 7→ y, is an epimorphism of algebras. Therefore, the cospan
k
u &&▼
▼▼▼
k[x]
π
xxqqq
k
[
y, 1
y
]
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is a partial comodule datum in CAlgk. By repeatedly resorting to the universal properties
of k[x] and k
[
y, 1
y
]
, it is straightforward to check that it is a geometric partial comodule.
In fact, in this case one may check that (A •H) •H = A • (H •H). However,
Y = Eq(u⊗ k[x], (π ⊗ k[x]) ◦∆) =
{
p(x) ∈ k[x]
∣∣∣∣∣1⊗ p(x) =
∑
i
piy
i ⊗ xi
}
= k
and clearly
k
qqq
qqq
qq
qqq
qqq
qq u
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
k
u &&▼
▼▼
▼ k[x]
π
xxqqq
k
[
y, 1
y
]
cannot be a pushout diagram. Therefore, in light of Proposition 2.29,
(
k, k
[
y, 1
y
]
, u, π
)
cannot be an induced partial k[x]-comodule structure.
Let us conclude this subsection with an equivalent description of YX which holds when-
ever C admits pullbacks and −⊗H preserves them (as it happens, for instance, for the cate-
gories listed in Remark 2.25). Consider a geometric partial H-comodule (X,X •H, πX , ρX)
and the pullback of the cospan defining it:
T
̟
}}③③
③③
③ λ
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉❄❄⑧⑧
X
ρX !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X ⊗H
πX}}③③
③③
③
X •H
(23)
In general, there is no reason to expect that T is an H-comodule (even if it is, for example,
for C an abelian category, as we will see in §3.3), but we may still consider the “biggest”
H-comodule contained in T with coaction induced by X ⊗∆, that is to say, the pullback
T ′
δ′ //
γ

y
T ⊗H
λ⊗H

T
λ
// X ⊗H
X⊗∆
// X ⊗H ⊗H
(24)
Notice that since ρX is a monomorphism, λ is a monomorphism and hence γ is a monomor-
phism as well. This justifies the somehow improper terminology “biggest”.
Proposition 2.35. If C admits pullbacks and − ⊗ H preserves them, the pullback T ′ in
(24) admits an H-comodule structure δT ′ : T
′ → T ′ ⊗H uniquely determined by
(δ′ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = (T ⊗∆) ◦ δ
′ and (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = δ
′. (25)
Moreover, (T ′, δT ′) ∼= (YX , δ) as global comodules.
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Proof. By the additional hypotheses, T ′ ⊗H is the pullback of
T ⊗H
(X⊗∆⊗H)◦(λ⊗H)
// X ⊗H ⊗H ⊗H T ⊗H ⊗H
λ⊗H⊗Hoo .
If we consider δ′ : T ′ → T ⊗H and (T ⊗∆) ◦ δ′ : T ′ → T ⊗H ⊗H , then
(X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ δ′
(24)
= (X ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ ◦ γ
= (X ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ ◦ γ
(24)
= (X ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ δ′
= (λ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (T ⊗∆) ◦ δ′
and so there exists a unique δT ′ : T
′ → T ′ ⊗H such that
(δ′ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = (T ⊗∆) ◦ δ
′ and (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = δ
′.
To show that it is coassociative and counital one resort to the fact that γ and λ are
monomorphisms and to the fact that since −⊗H preserves pullbacks, it preserves monomor-
phisms as well, to deduce from
(γ ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (δT ′ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′
(25)
= (δ′ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′
(25)
= (T ⊗∆) ◦ δ′
(25)
= (T ⊗∆) ◦ (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = (γ ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (T
′ ⊗∆) ◦ δT ′
and λ ◦ γ ◦ (T ′ ⊗ ε) ◦ δT ′ = (X ⊗H ⊗ ε) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′
(25)
= (X ⊗H ⊗ ε) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ δ′
(24)
= (X ⊗H ⊗ ε) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ ◦ γ = λ ◦ γ
that (δT ′ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = (T
′⊗∆) ◦ δT ′ and (T
′⊗ ε) ◦ δT ′ = IdT ′. Now, consider the morphism
̟ ◦ γ : T ′ → X. We have that
((̟ ◦ γ)⊗H) ◦ δT ′ = (X • ε⊗H) ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ (̟ ⊗H) ◦ (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′
(23)
= (X • ε⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ (γ ⊗H) ◦ δT ′
(25)
= (X • ε⊗H) ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (λ⊗H) ◦ δ
′
(24)
= (X ⊗ ε⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ ◦ γ = λ ◦ γ
and ρX ◦̟ ◦ γ
(23)
= π ◦λ ◦ γ = π ◦ ((̟ ◦ γ)⊗H)◦ δT ′ , so that ̟ ◦ γ is a morphism of partial
comodule data and, by the universal property of YX, there exists a unique morphism of
global comodules τ : T ′ → YX such that κ ◦ τ = λ ◦ γ. The other way around, since T is
the pullback of the cospan, there exists a unique σ′ : YX → T in C such that λ ◦ σ
′ = κ
and ̟ ◦ σ′ = ǫ. Moreover,
(X ⊗∆) ◦ λ ◦ σ′ = (X ⊗∆) ◦ κ
(15)
= (κ⊗H) ◦ δ = (λ⊗H) ◦ (σ′ ⊗H) ◦ δ
and so there is a unique σ : YX → T
′ such that γ ◦ σ = σ′ and δ′ ◦ σ = (σ′ ⊗H) ◦ δ. Since
κ ◦ τ ◦ σ = λ ◦ γ ◦ σ = λ ◦ σ′ = κ and
λ ◦ γ ◦ σ ◦ τ = λ ◦ σ′ ◦ τ = κ ◦ τ = λ ◦ γ,
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we conclude that τ and σ are each other inverses. 
2.4. Global covers and geometric partial comodules. Example 2.19 shows that the
same geometric partial comodule structure can be induced by many different global co-
modules. This naturally leads us to the following definitions.
Definition 2.36. We denote by CovH the category whose objects are triples (Y,X, p)
where Y is a global H-comodule, X is an object in C and p : Y → X is an epimorphism
in C. We will refer to these objects as (global) covers in what follows and often denote
them simply by p : Y → X. A morphism (F, f) : (Y,X, p)→ (Y ′, X ′, p′) in CovH consists
of a morphism of H-comodules F : Y → Y ′ and a C-morphism f : X → X ′ such that
p′ ◦ F = f ◦ p.
If (p⊗H) ◦ δY is a monomorphism in C, then we say that p : Y → X is proper.
The procedure of constructing the induced geometric partial comodule structure on X
as in Definition 2.17 defines a functor
Ind : CovH → gPComH . (26)
Our aim can be rephrased as understanding when Ind is essentially surjective on objects.
Proposition 2.37. The functor G constructed in Theorem 2.27 induces a functor
Gl : gPComH → CovH , (X,X •H, πX , ρX) 7→ (YX , X, ǫX)
which is right adjoint to the functor Ind : CovH → gPComH from (26).
Proof. The assignment Gl is clearly well-defined on objects, so let
(f, f •H) : (X,X •H, πX , ρX)→ (X
′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′)
be a morphism of partial comodule data and consider (YX , δ) and (YX′, δ
′). Since ǫX is a
morphism of partial comodule data, f ◦ ǫX : YX → X
′ is of partial comodule data as well.
Thus, there exists a unique f˜ : YX → YX′ of global comodules such that
ǫX′ ◦ f˜ = f ◦ ǫX . (27)
We set (f˜ , f) =: Gl(f, f •H), so that Gl defines a functor. Now, if (Y,X, p) is an object in
CovH , then there exists a unique morphism of global comodules ηY : Y → YX such that
ǫX ◦ ηY = p, (28)
in view of Proposition 2.22. In particular, (ηY , IdX) : (Y,X, p) → (YX, X, ǫX) is a well-
defined morphism in CovH , natural in (Y,X, p). The natural transformation (η, Id) arising
in this way is the candidate unit of the adjunction.
The other way around, consider a geometric partial comodule (X,X • H, πX , ρX) and
(YX, X, ǫX). If we denote by (X,X ⋆ H, π
′
X , ρ
′
X) the geometric partial comodule structure
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on X when viewed as the pushout of the span induced by ǫX : YX → X, then there exists
a unique isomorphism θX : X ⋆ H → X •H such that
X
ρ′
X
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
ρX
##
X ⊗H
π′
X
yyrr
rr
rr
rr
r
πX
yy
X ⋆ H
θX∼=

X •H
commutes, by the universal property of the pushout. The morphism of partial comodule
data (IdX , θX) is the candidate X-component of the counit.
Finally, if we consider (ηY , IdX) : (Y,X, p) → (YX , X, ǫX) and we look at the resulting
morphism of partial comodule data
Ind(ηY , IdX) : (X,X •H, πX , ρX)→ (X,X ⋆ H, π
′
X , ρ
′
X)
what we find is necessarily the inverse of (θX , IdX). Furthermore, if we consider
(ηYX , IdX) : (YX , X, ǫX)→ Gl(Ind(YX , X, ǫX)) and
Gl(IdX , θX) : Gl(Ind(YX , X, ǫX))→ (YX , X, ǫX)
then these are morphisms of spans having one leg, ǫX , which is a monomorphism relatively
to all morphisms of global comodules (in view of Proposition 2.22). By an argument
similar to the one used in Remark 2.2, they need to be each other inverses, concluding the
proof. 
Set CovHpr for the full subcategory of Cov
H composed by triples (Y,X, p) where p is proper.
Corollary 2.38. The functor G of Theorem 2.27 induces a fully faithful functor
Gl : gPComHgl → Cov
H
pr
which is right adjoint to the faithful functor
Ind : CovHpr → gPCom
H
gl
induced by the functor Ind : CovH → gPComH from (26).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.29 that for every object (Y,X, p) in CovH , Ind(Y,X, p)
is a globalizable geometric partial comodule, i.e. an object in gPComHgl . Therefore, Ind
induces a functor
Ind : CovHpr → gPCom
H
gl .
In the other direction, if X is globalizable, then Proposition 2.29 entails that the global-
ization (YX , δ) of X gives rise to an object (YX , X, ǫX) in Cov
H
pr (ǫX is an epimorphism
by definition of globalization and (ǫX ⊗ H) ◦ δ is a monomorphism because it coincides
with κ, which is the structure morphism of an equalizer). In particular, the functor Gl of
Proposition 2.37 induces a functor
Gl : gPComHgl → Cov
H
pr
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such that, by definition of globalization, Ind (Gl(X)) ∼= X. Now, since both inclusion
functors K : CovHpr → Cov
H and K′ : gPComHgl → gPCom
H are fully faithful, the adjunction
of Proposition 2.37 induces
gPComHgl (Ind(Y,X, p), (X
′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′))
∼= gPComH (K′Ind(Y,X, p),K′(X ′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′))
∼= gPComH (IndK(Y,X, p),K′(X ′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′))
∼= CovH (K(Y,X, p),GlK′(X ′, X ′ •H, πX′, ρX′))
∼= CovH (K(Y,X, p),KGl(X ′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′))
∼= CovHpr ((Y,X, p),Gl(X
′, X ′ •H, πX′ , ρX′)) ,
so that Ind is left adjoint to Gl and Gl is fully faithful (because the counit is a natural
isomorphism). Moreover, if we consider the H-colinear map ηY : Y → YX forming part of
the component of the unit (ηY , IdX), it satisfies (ǫX ⊗H)◦ δ ◦ηY = (p⊗H)◦ δY . Therefore,
if p is proper, (p⊗H)◦δY is a monomorphism and so ηY is a monomorphism too. Summing
up, the unit of the adjunction is a natural monomorphism and so Ind is faithful. 
In particular, if the globalization Y of X exists then (Y,X, p) is an object in CovHpr, which
means exactly that Y is co-generated by X as a comodule.
Example 2.39. It is important to notice that the adjunction of Proposition 2.38 is not an
equivalence, in general. In particular, Ind is not full. For example, consider in C = Topop
the topological group ((R, τ),+, 0) and the natural (topological) global action of R on
X := (R, τ) itself given by translation, where all the copies of R have the ordinary euclidean
topology τ. Consider also the global action of R on Y := (R, τ′), but with the trivial
topology τ′ := {∅,R}. The identity p := IdR : (R, τ) → (R, τ
′) is a continuous R-linear
monomorphism. The triple (Y,X, p) is an object in Cov(R,τ)pr , because (R, τ) × X
R×p
−−→
(R, τ)×Y → Y is a continuous epimorphism. The geometric partial comodule Ind(Y,X, p)
in this case is simply the global action of (R, τ) on X, whose globalization is itself. The
component of the unit (ηY , IdX) is (p, IdX), which is clearly an epimorphism, but it is not
an isomorphism (p is not an homeomorphism).
Remark 2.40. Resoundingly speaking, Corollary 2.38 may be rephrased by saying that
gPComHgl is a reflective subcategory of Cov
H
pr with reflector Ind, because it is a full subcat-
egory whose fully faithful inclusion functor Gl admits a left adjoint Ind. In addition, since
the reflector Ind is faithful, it may be evocatively called a completion.
On the other hand, informally speaking, the globalization of a geometric partial comodule
X induced by a proper global covering Y
p
−→ X is the “finest” proper global covering of
X inducing the given geometric partial comodule structure on X. More precisely, if we
fix a geometric partial comodule structure (X,X • H, πX , ρX) on an object X in C and
we look at the family of all the proper global coverings (Y,X, p) inducing it, this is either
empty or it forms a poset (because they can be seen as spans with a monomorphic leg).
The globalization of X, when it exists, is the (unique) maximal element in this poset.
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For instance, in the context of Example 2.39 the globalization corresponds to R endowed
with the finest topology τˆ such that the action (R, τ) × X → (R, τˆ) is continuous, which
necessarily coincides with the Euclidean topology τ .
3. Concrete instances of globalization
3.1. Partial actions of monoids. In this subsection we work in C = Setop, the opposite
of the category of sets, which satisfies the assumptions 2.26. As we have seen in Remark
2.21, for any partial action of a group G on a set X, YX := G(X) as constructed in §2.3
together with the injective map ǫX : X → YX is the globalization of X (recall that we have
to reverse arrows and take dual constructions). However, a coalgebra in (Setop,×, {∗}) is
not necessarily a group, but a monoid. Therefore, we discuss this more general case here.
Let us first spell out what is a geometric partial comodule over a coalgebra M in C =
Setop, or, as we will call it from now on, a partial action of a monoid. Fix a monoid M
with composition law µ : M ×M →M and neutral element u : {∗} →M, ∗ 7→ e. Then, a
partial comodule datum (X,X •M,πX , ρX) over the coalgebra M in Set
op is a span
X ×M X
X •M
5 UπX
hh◗◗◗◗◗ ρX
88qqqqq
in Set, where X is a set, and πX is an injective map. The set X •M can be thought of
as those “compatible pairs” for which the action is well-defined. For every m ∈ M , put
Xm := {x ∈ X | (x,m) ∈ X •M} and αm : Xm → X, x 7→ ρX(x,m). For the sake of
simplicity, we will often write x ·m := αm(x) = ρX(x,m). With these conventions, we have
(X •M) •M = {(x,m, n) ∈ X •M ×M | (x ·m,n) ∈ X •M}
= {(x,m, n) ∈ X ×M ×M | x ∈ Xm and x ·m ∈ Xn} ,
X • (M ×M) = {(x,m, n) ∈ X ×M ×M | (x,mn) ∈ X •M}
= {(x,m, n) ∈ X ×M ×M | x ∈ Xmn} ,
X • (M •M) =
(
(X •M)×M
)
∩
(
X • (M ×M)
)
= {(x,m, n) ∈ X ×M ×M | x ∈ Xm and x ∈ Xmn} ,
(29)
and
X • {∗} = {x ∈ X | (x, e) ∈ X •M} , (30)
where e is the neutral element of M . Therefore, (X,X •M,πX , ρX) is a geometric partial
M-comodule if and only if X • {∗} = X, (X •M) •M = X • (M •M) and the following
conditions hold: x · e = x for all x ∈ X and if (x,m, n) ∈ (X •M) •M = X • (M •M)
(i.e. if x ∈ Xm and x ·m ∈ Xn or, equivalently, x ∈ Xm ∩Xmn) then (x ·m) · n = x · (mn).
In Set, the coequalizer of the pair
X •M ×M
ρX×M //
(X×µ)◦(πX×M)
// X ×M
κ // YX (31)
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is given by YX = X ×M/R, where R ⊆ (X ×M) × (X ×M) is the equivalence relation
generated by r = {((x ·m,n), (x,mn)) | m,n ∈M,x ∈ Xm}. If [x,m] denotes the class of
(x,m) in YX , then the global action of M on YK is given by [x,m] ⊳ n := [x,mn].
Lemma 3.1. For x, y ∈ X, m,n ∈M we have that (x,m)R(y, n) if and only if there exist
elements z1, . . . , z2k+1 ∈ X, p1, . . . , p2k+1 ∈M and t1, . . . , t2k such that
• (x,m) = (z1, p1) and (y, n) = (z2k+1, p2k+1),
• t2i−1p2i = p2i−1, z2i−1 ∈ Xt2i−1 and z2i−1 · t2i−1 = z2i for all i = 1, . . . , k;
• t2ip2i = p2i+1, z2i+1 ∈ Xt2i and z2i+1 · t2i = z2i for all i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Recall that, by definition of the equivalence relation R generated by a relation r,
(x,m)R(y, n) if and only if exists a family of elements (z1, p1), . . . , (zh, ph) such that
(x,m) = (z1, p1), (z1, p1)r
′(z2, p2), · · · , (zh−1, ph−1)r
′(zh, ph), (zh, ph) = (y, n) (32)
where (zi, pi)r
′(zi+1, pi+1) if and only if either (zi, pi)r(zi+1, pi+1) or (zi+1, pi+1)r(zi, pi) (or
both). Now, (z, p)r(z′, p′) if and only if (z, p) = (u ·q, q′) and (z′, p′) = (u, qq′) for q, q′ ∈M ,
u ∈ Xq, if and only if there exists s ∈M such that sp = p
′, z′ ∈ Xs and z
′ · s = z.
It is straightforward now to check that if (x,m), (y, n) satisfy the properties in the
statement, then (x,m)R(y, n).
The other way around, assume that (x,m)R(y, n). First of all, observe that r is a reflexive
relation, whence if h is even, we may add a trivial relation of the form (zh, ph)r
′(zh, ph)
to the chain to make it odd (i.e. we may assume h = 2k + 1 in (32)). Secondly, observe
that r is a transitive relation. Indeed, if (u, a)r(v, b) then there exists t such that ta = b,
v ∈ Xt, v · t = u, and if (v, b)r(w, c) then there exists s such that sb = c, w ∈ Xs, w · s = v.
Consider st. Then we have that
• sta = sb = c,
• since w · s = v ∈ Xt, (w, s, t) ∈ (X •M) •M = X • (M •M) and so w ∈ Xst,
• u = v · t = (w · s) · t = x · (st),
and hence (u, a)r(w, c). Therefore we may assume that the chain (32) is of the form
(x,m) = (z1, p1), (z2, p2)r(z1, p1), (z2, p2)r(z3, p3), (z4, p4)r(z3, p3), (z4, p4)r(z5, p5), · · ·
· · · , (z2k, p2k)r(z2k+1, p2k+1), (z2k+1, p2k+1) = (y, n).
which can be evocatively represented as a zig-zag
(x,m) (z3, p3) (z5, p5) · · · (y, n)
(z2, p2)
t1
ee
t2
99
(z4, p4)
t3
ff
t4
99
· · ·
cc >>
(z2k, p2k)
dd
t2k
88
It is straightforward to check that these conditions are those expressed in the statement. 
Theorem 3.2. If X is a partial action of the monoid M , then the coequalizer YX from
(31) is the globalization of X.
Proof. First of all, we need to check that ǫX = κ ◦ (X × u) is injective. Assume that
[x, e] = κ(x, e) = κ(y, e) = [y, e]. This means that (x, e)R(y, e). In light of Lemma 3.1,
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• (z2, p2)r(x, e) implies that t1p2 = e, x ∈ Xt1 and x · t1 = z2. Since also x ∈ Xe = Xt1p2,
we have that (x, t1, p2) ∈ X • (M •M) = (X •M) •M and hence z2 = x · t1 ∈ Xp2.
• (z2, p2)r(z3, p3) implies that t2p2 = p3, z3 ∈ Xt2 and z3 · t2 = z2. Since z2 ∈ Xp2 by
the previous bullet, we have that (z3, t2, p2) ∈ (X •M) •M = X • (M •M) and hence
z3 ∈ Xt2p2 = Xp3.
Continuing inductively one shows that zi ∈ Xpi for all i = 1, . . . , 2k + 1 and that
(z2i−1, t2i−1, p2i), (z2i+1, t2i, p2i) ∈ (X •M) •M = X • (M •M)
for all i = 1, . . . , k. Now, as a consequence of this latter fact and of the relations above,
x = x · (t1p2) = (x · t1) · p2 = z2 · p2 = (z3 · t2) · p2 = z3 · (t2p2) = z3 · p3 = z3 · (t3p4)
= · · · = z2k · p2k = (y · t2k) · p2k = y · (t2kp2k) = y
and so ǫX is injective. Secondly, we have to check that the following
YX
X ×M
κ ;;✇✇✇✇✇
X
ǫX
cc●●●●●●
X •M
1 QπX
cc●●●●● ρX
;;✇✇✇✇✇
(33)
is a pullback square. Notice that the pullback of the two upper arrows is
{(y, n) ∈ X ×M | [x, e] = [y, n], ∃x ∈ X}
with the canonical injection as left leg and (y, n) 7→ ǫ−1X ([y, n]) as right leg. However, the
same argument as in the first part of the proof entails that if [x, e] = [y, n] then y ∈ Xn
and x = y · n. Therefore, (33) is in fact a pullback and we conclude by Corollary 2.23. 
Remark 3.3. The globalization provided by Theorem 3.2 coincides with the na¨ıve idea of
globalization, in the following sense (see also [1, Theorem 1.1], [9, Definition 4.1] and [21,
Definition 3.4]):
• YX is a set together with a global action δ :M → Bij (YX)
op;
• ǫX : X → YX is a morphism of partial actions and an injective map;
• for any other global M-module (Z, δZ) together with a morphism j : X → Z of partial
actions, there exists a unique morphism τ : YX → Z such that τ ◦ ǫX = j;
• YX is unique up to a (unique) canonical bijection;
• YX is the β-orbit of ǫX(X), in the sense that YX =
⋃
m∈M βm (ǫX(X)).
The only difference with respect to [9, Definition 4.1] is condition (GL3), asking that for
every m ∈ M one has ϕ(Xm) = ϕ(X) ∩ δg (ϕ(X)). In the present case, it has been
substituted by the requirement that
YX
X ×M
δ◦(ǫX×M) ;;✇✇✇✇✇
X
1 Q
ǫX
cc●●●●●●
X •M
1 QπX
cc●●●●● ρX
;;✇✇✇✇✇⑧
⑧❄❄
(34)
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is a pullback square. This substitution is justified in light of the subsequent Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a group, (X,G •X, ιX , αX) be a partial action of G on a set X (as
in [22, §1.3]), Y a G-set with global action β : G → Bij(Y ) and ϕ : X → Y an injective
map. Then, for all g ∈ G we have that ϕ(Xg) = ϕ(X) ∩ βg (ϕ(X)) if and only if
Y
G×X
β◦(ϕ×M) ;;✇✇✇✇✇✇
X
1 Q
ϕcc●●●●●●
G •X
1 QπX
cc●●●●● ρX
;;✇✇✇✇✇
(35)
is a pullback square.
Proof. Recall that (35) is a pullback if and only if
G •X = {(g, x) ∈ G×X | βg(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(y), ∃ y ∈ X} . (36)
Denote by U the right hand member of (36). Assume first that ϕ(Xg) = ϕ(X)∩βg (ϕ(X))
holds for all g ∈ G and let us show that G•X = U . If (g, x) ∈ U then ϕ(x) = βg−1(ϕ(y)) ∈
βg−1(ϕ(X)), whence ϕ(x) ∈ ϕ(X) ∩ βg−1(ϕ(X)) = ϕ (Xg−1) and so, by injectivity of ϕ,
x ∈ Xg−1 . Therefore (g, x) ∈ G•X and we showed that U ⊆ G•X. The other way around,
if (g, x) ∈ G •X then x ∈ Xg−1 and hence ϕ(x) ∈ ϕ (Xg−1) = ϕ(X) ∩ βg−1(ϕ(X)). Thus,
there exists y ∈ X such that ϕ(x) = βg−1(ϕ(y)), which implies that βg(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(y) and so
(g, x) ∈ U . Conversely, assume that G •X = U . If x ∈ Xg, then (g
−1, x) ∈ G •X = U and
hence βg−1ϕ(x) = ϕ(y) for some y ∈ X. The latter entails that ϕ(x) = βg(ϕ(y)) ∈ ϕ(X) ∩
βg(ϕ(X)) and so ϕ(Xg) ⊆ ϕ(X) ∩ βg(ϕ(X)). The other way around, if ϕ(x) ∈ βg(ϕ(X))
then βg−1(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(y) for some y ∈ X and so (g
−1, x) ∈ U = G •X. Therefore, x ∈ Xg
and hence ϕ(X) ∩ βg(ϕ(X)) ⊆ ϕ(Xg). 
3.2. Partial actions of topological monoids. Assume to work in C = Topop, the oppo-
site category of topological spaces. It is a monoidal complete and cocomplete category (see
e.g. [25, Chapter V,§9]) which satisfies the hypotheses of §2.1. In fact, since the forgetful
functor U : Top → Set admits at the same time a left adjoint D : Set → Top, equipping
every set with the discrete topology, and a right adjoint I : Set → Top, equipping every
set with the indiscrete topology, U preserves limits and colimits, which therefore can be
computed by endowing the corresponding limits/colimits in Set with a suitable topology.
Similarly to what happens in Setop, a comonoid in Topop is a topological monoid ((M, τM), µ, u)
rather then a topological group. The notion of geometric partial comodule specified to the
monoidal category Topop gives a span
(X ×M, τX × τM) (X, τX)
(X •M, τX•M)
4 TπX
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖ ρX
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
in Top where πX is an injective continuous map. By introducing the subsets Xm =
{x ∈ X | (x,m) ∈ X •M} and the maps αm : Xm → X, x 7→ ρX(x,m), for all m ∈ M
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as in §3.1, we may think to the set X •M as that of the compatible pairs for which the
action is well-defined. The same descriptions (29) and (30) hold in this case, at the level
of the underlying sets. This naturally leads to introduce the subsequent more familiar
Definition 3.5 which in turn, when ((M, τM ), µ, u) is a topological group, can be rephrased
to recover [1, Definition 1.1] (in fact, the domains of the αm’s in [1] are assumed to be the
Xm−1 ’s).
Definition 3.5. A topological partial (right) action of a topological monoid (M, τM) on a
topological space (X, τX) is a pair
(
{Xm}m∈M , {αm}m∈M
)
such that
(TPA1) for every m ∈ M , Xm is open in X and αm : Xm → X is a continuous map,
where the Xm’s have the induced topology;
(TPA2) the set X •M = {(x,m) ∈ X ×M | x ∈ Xm} is open in X×M and the function
ρX : X • M → X, (x,m) 7→ αm(x) is continuous with respect to the induced
topology on X •M ;
(TPA3) Xe = X, αe = IdX and for allm,n ∈M , α
−1
m (Xn) = Xmn∩Xm and αn◦αm = αmn
on α−1m (Xn).
The following lemma allows us to distinguish topological partial actions from geometric
partial comodules in Topop.
Lemma 3.6. Topological partial actions of a topological monoid (M, τM) are exactly those
geometric partial M-comodules in Topop for which πX is an open embedding (i.e. πX is an
open continuous map such that (X •M, τX•M ) is homeomorphic to πX(X •M) with the
topology induced from X ×M).
Proof. Let us begin by considering a geometric partial M-comodule (X,X •M,πX , ρX) for
which πX is an open embedding. In this case, condition (TPA2) is satisfied by definition of
the Xm’s and of topological embedding. The equality X • (M •M) = (X •M)•M and the
(partial) associativity of ρX imply condition (TPA3) (as for Set
op). Finally, since the maps
em : {∗} → M, ∗ 7→ m, for all m ∈M are clearly continuous, Xm = (X×em)
−1(πX(X •M))
are all open in X. Furthermore, for every open subset U ⊆ X,
α−1m (U) = (X × em)
−1
(
πX
(
ρ−1X (U)
))
∩Xm
is open in Xm with the induced topology and hence all the αm’s are continuous. Conversely,
let us take a topological partial action
(
{Xm}m∈M , {αm}m∈M
)
of a topological monoid
(M, τM) on a topological space (X, τX). In view of (TPA2) the span
(X ×M, τX × τM) (X, τX)
(
X •M, (τX × τM)|X•M
)2 RπX
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏ ρX
99ttttttttt
is a partial comodule datum over M in Topop, where πX is an open topological embedding.
Condition (TPA3) in turn entails that (X • M) • M = X • (M • M) as sets and that
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ρX satisfies the (partial) unitality and associativity conditions. In fact, (X •M) •M ∼=
X • (M •M) in Top: the condition Xm∩Xmn = Xm∩α
−1
m (Xn) implies that the continuous
map
X • (M •M)
π′
X,µ
−−→ X •M ×M
ρX×M−−−−→ X ×M
factors through (X •M,πX) and since the latter has the induced topology, the resulting
factorization is continuous. Such a factorization is exactly the map used to prove that there
exists a unique morphism X•(M •M)→ (X•M)•M by resorting to the universal property
of (X •M)•M as a pullback in Top. The other way around, the argument is similar. Thus,
the set-theoretic identity (X •M) •M = X • (M •M) becomes an homeomorphism. 
In particular, every topological partial action is a geometric partial comodule in Topop.
The reverse implication is not necessarily true. For a generic geometric partial comodule
in Topop it may happen that πX(X •M) ⊆ X×M is open in the product topology but πX
is not even a topological embedding, whence the topology on X •M is strictly finer than
the one induced by πX . In particular, X •M is not homeomorphic to πX (X •M).
Any discrete partial action as in §3.1 is a particular example of a topological partial
action in which every space has the discrete topology. Furthermore, the general procedure
of inducing geometric partial comodules from global ones as in Definition 2.17 can, of
course, be specialized to the category Topop. We make this more concrete in the following
example.
Example 3.7. Consider an ordinary global action β : Y ×M → Y of a topological monoid
M on a topological space Y on the right (such as the action of the 2×2 real matricesM2(R)
on the plane R2 by multiplication on the right) and pick an open subspace j : X ⊆ Y with
the induced topology (such as the open disk of radius 1 and center (0, 0)). For every
m ∈ M , denote as usual by βm the map Y → Y, y 7→ β(y,m), which is continuous. For
every m ∈ M define Xm = X ∩ β
−1
m (X), with inclusions im : Xm → X and jm := j ◦ im,
and αm : Xm → X, x 7→ βmjm(x). The set X •M coincides with β
−1(X)∩ (X×M), which
is open in X ×M , and ρX : X •M 7→ X, (x,m) 7→ αm(x) is continuous as composition of
continuous maps. Now, for every m,n ∈M
α−1m (Xn) =
{
x ∈ X ∩ β−1m (X) | βmjm(x) = αm(x) ∈ X ∩ β
−1
n (X)
}
.
This means that if x ∈ α−1m (Xn) then
x ∈ X ∩ β−1m (X) ∩ β
−1
m
(
X ∩ β−1n (X)
)
⊆ X ∩ β−1m (X) ∩ β
−1
mn (X) = Xm ∩Xmn.
Conversely, if x ∈ Xm ∩Xmn = X ∩ β
−1
m (X) ∩ β
−1
mn (X) then
αm(x) = βmjm(x) ∈ X ∩ β
−1
n (X) = Xn
and hence α−1m (Xn) = Xm∩Xmn. Summing up,
(
{Xm}m∈M , {αm}m∈M
)
is a partial action
of M on X. In the aforementioned concrete example of the action on M2(R) on the plane
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R2, if m =
(
a b
c d
)
, then
Xm :=
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 | (a2 + b2)x2 + 2(ac+ bd)xy + (c2 + d2)y2 < 1
}
and the partial action is simply (x, y) 7→ (ax+ cy, bx+ dy) for all (x, y) ∈ Xm.
In general, there is no reason why a geometric partial comodule in Topop should be
globalizable. Consider, for example, the global action δX : X ×G→ X of a group G on a
set X (on the right). If we endow both of them with the indiscrete topology, we get a global
action of a topological group (G, τ iG) on a topological space (X, τ
i
X). Set X •G := X ×G
endowed with the discrete topology τ dX•G. The datum of
(
(X, τ iX), (X•G, τ
d
X•G), IdX×G, δX
)
is a geometric partial comodule in Topop. The underlying set of coequalizer (31) is X
(because the original action was global) endowed with the quotient topology along X ×
G
δX−→ X (which is, in fact, the original indiscrete topology on X). The underlying set of
the pullback (34) is X×G (again because the original action was global) endowed with the
coarsest topology for which IdX×G and δX are continuous (which is the indiscrete topology
again). Summing up,
YX =
(
X, τ iX
)
(
X ×G, τ iX × τ
i
G
)
δX
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ (
X, τ iX
)
IdX
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
(X •G, τ dX•G)
IdX×G
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗ δX
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
cannot be a pullback square and hence, in view of Proposition 2.29, the geometric partial
comodule
(
(X, τ iX), (X • G, τ
d
X•G), IdX×G, δX
)
does not admit a globalization (notice that
the endofunctor −×(G, τ iG)×(G, τ
i
G) preserves the coequalizer (31) because X×G has the
product topology of two indiscrete topologies, which is indiscrete again, and the quotient
topology of an indiscrete topology is indiscrete, whence Proposition 2.29 can be applied).
Nevertheless, in the present section we are interested in topological partial action as in
Definition 3.5 rather then in generic geometric partial comodules.
As a topological partial action is a geometric partial comodule (X,X •M,πX , ρX) over
the coalgebra M in Topop, the notion of globalization as in Definition 2.20 leads to the
following definition.
Definition 3.8. The globalization of a topological partial action
(
{Xm}m∈M , {αm}m∈M
)
on a topological spaceX is a topological space Y , endowed with a global action β : Y×M →
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Y of M , such that X ⊆ Y , the diagram
Y
X ×M
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇
X
1 Q
cc●●●●●●
X •M
1 QπX
cc●●●●● ρX
;;✇✇✇✇✇
(37)
is a pullback square and Y is universal (initial) among all global actions (Z, βZ) admitting
a partial action map X → Z.
By Theorem 3.2 and the observations at the beginning of §3.2 we can now immedi-
ately deduce that globalization exists for topological partial actions of topological monoids
(M,µ, u) such that −×M ×M preserves the coequalizer in Top
X •M ×M
ρX×M //
(X×µ)◦(πX×M)
// X ×M
κ // YX (38)
and that it can be computed as in the category of sets, as the following theorem asserts.
Theorem 3.9. Let
(
{Xm}m∈M , {αm}m∈M
)
be a partial action of topological monoid M
on a topological space X such that − ×M ×M preserves (38). Then the coequalizer YX
from (31) endowed with the quotient topology is the globalization of X.
Proof. Since YX endowed with the quotient topology is the coequalizer (38) of (ρX×M, (X×
µ) ◦ (πX ×M)) in Top and since −×M ×M preserves (38), by Theorem 3.2, Proposition
2.22 and Corollary 2.23 it is enough to check that the pullback diagram (34) is a pullback
square in Top as well, that is, that the induced topology on X •M is the coarsest topology
for which πX and ρX are continuous. Since this is the case by definition of partial action,
the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.10. Let
(
{Xg}g∈G , {αg}g∈G
)
be a partial action of topological group G on a
topological space X. Then the coequalizer YX from (38) is the globalization of X.
Proof. Since products and coequalizers of open maps are open, the endofunctor − × G
preserves coequalizers (Q, q) of open maps. In fact, being q × G open, surjective and
continuous, it is a quotient map (i.e. the product topology on Q × G is equivalent to the
quotient topology). One can check that µ : G × G → G, πX and ρX are all open maps,
whence the statement follows from Theorem 3.9. 
Let us remark that in the framework of topological partial actions of topological groups,
this result was also proven in [21, Proposition 5.5] and [1, Theorem 1.1].
In case the topological monoid M is moreover a topological group, then we know from
remark 2.21 that the globalization YX from (31) can be constructed as a quotient G×X/ ∼.
Abadie observed in [1] that, forG a Hausdorff topological group and X a Hausdorff topolog-
ical partial action, this quotient is not necessarily Hausdorff in general. Consequently, this
quotient is not (isomorphic to) the coequalizer YX from (31) in the category C = Haus
op.
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However, since C = Hausop is still complete and cocomplete (see e.g. [25, Proposition
V.9.2]), one can still consider the coequalizer (YX , κ) of
X •M ×M
αX×M //
(X×µ)◦(ιX×M)
// X ×M (39)
in Haus, which is the “largest Hausdorff quotient” of the coequalizer (Y ′, κ′) of the same
pair of arrows, but computed in Top (i.e., the one of Theorem 3.9). Namely, YX := Y
′/ ≈
where y ≈ y′ if and only if for every f : Y ′ → Q with Q in Haus we have f(y) = f(y′) (they
cannot be distinguished by maps to Hausdorff spaces). As a matter of notation, denote by
[x,m] the equivalence class of (x,m) in YX , by [x,m]
′ its class in Y ′ and by q : Y ′ → YX
the canonical projection. We have q ◦ κ′ = κ.
The following results tells that the globalization for Hausdorff partial actions exists
exactly when the coequalizer of (39) can be computed as in the category of topological
spaces. This should be compared to [1, Proposition 1.2] and [21, Proposition 5.6].
Theorem 3.11. Given a geometric partial comodule (X,X • G, πX , ρX) in Haus
op where
G is a group, YX is the globalization of X if and only if YX = Y
′, that is to say, if and
only if the coequalizer of (39) in Top is already a Hausdorff space.
Proof. The reverse implication holds in light of Theorem 3.9, whence let us focus on the
direct one. Assume then that YX is the globalization of X and pick two distinct points
[x, g]′, [y, h]′ in Y ′. Consider [x, gh−1]′ and [y, e]′. If [x, gh−1] = [y, e], then (x, gh−1) ∈ X•G
and hence [x, g]′ = [y, h]′, which is a contradiction. Therefore, [x, gh−1] 6= [y, e] and so
there exists Q Hausdorff and f : Y ′ → Q such that f([x, gh−1]′) 6= f([y, e]′). By taking
the preimages of two separating open sets, we find two open subsets U, V of Y ′ separating
[x, gh−1]′ from [y, e]′. Since βh is an homeomorphism, βh(U) and βh(V ) are open subsets
separating [x, g]′ from [y, h]′ in Y ′. 
3.3. Geometric partial comodules in abelian categories. Assume that C is an abelian
monoidal category such that the endofunctors X ⊗ −,− ⊗X preserve pushouts for every
object X and that (H,∆, ε) is a coalgebra in C such that − ⊗ H preserves equalizers (in
particular, C satisfies assumptions 2.26). For example, the category of modules over a com-
mutative ring with H flat (or the opposite category of modules over a von Neumann regular
commutative ring). Assume also that (X,X •H, πX , ρX) is a geometric partial comodule
over the coalgebra H in C. We will show that, in this particular case, YX constructed
as in §2.3 is isomorphic to the pullback of the cospan X
ρX // X •H X ⊗H
πXoo and
moreover that it is the globalization of X in the sense of Definition 2.20. We will implicitly
resort to techniques and results that are proper of the abelian category setting and that
we collected in Appendix A, for the sake of the reader.
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Proposition 3.12. For a partial comodule datum (X,X •H, πX , ρX) consider the pullback
T
̟
}}③③
③③
③ λ
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉❄❄⑧⑧
X
ρX !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X ⊗H
πX}}③③
③③
③
X •H
. (40)
The following are equivalent
(a) (X,X •H, πX , ρX) is a geometric partial H-comodule;
(b) (X,X •H, πX , ρX) is a lax partial H-comodule;
(c) (ρX ⊗H) ◦ λ = (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ.
Proof. Obviously, (a) implies (b). Assume then that (b) holds, that is, that there exists
θ : X•(H•H)→ (X•H)•H such that θ◦π′X,∆ = πX•H and θ◦π
′
X◦(X•∆)◦ρX = (ρX•H)◦ρX .
If we compose the last equality with ̟ on the right, we find out that
πX•H ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ = θ ◦ π
′
X,∆ ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ
(3)
= θ ◦ π′X ◦ πX,∆ ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ
(3)
= θ ◦ π′X ◦ (X •∆) ◦ πX ◦ λ
(40)
= θ ◦ π′X ◦ (X •∆) ◦ ρX ◦̟ = (ρX •H) ◦ ρX ◦̟
(40)
= (ρX •H) ◦ πX ◦ λ
(2)
= πX•H ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ λ.
Thanks to Mitchell’s Embedding Theorem, we can consider an exact embedding T : B →
Ab, where B is a small abelian full subcategory of C containing X, X •H , ρX , πX , T , ̟,
λ and all the objects and morphisms related with counitality and coassociativity. For all
t ∈ T (T )
(T (πX•H)◦T (πX⊗H)◦T (X⊗∆)◦T (λ)) (t) = (T (πX•H)◦T (ρX ⊗H)◦T (λ)) (t). (41)
Since
T (X ⊗H)
T (πX)
zzzzttt
tt
tt
t T (ρX⊗H)
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
T (X •H)
T (ρX•H) $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
T ((X •H)⊗H)
T (πX•H)zzzztt
tt
tt
tt
T ((X •H) •H)
⑧⑧❄
❄
is still a pushout square, now in Ab, ker (T (πX•H)) = T (ρX ⊗ H) (ker (T (πX))) (either
by Lemma A.2 or by direct checking). Relation (41) entails then that there exists v ∈
ker (T (πX))) such that
(T (ρX ⊗H) ◦ T (λ)) (t) + T (ρX ⊗H)(v) = (T (πX ⊗H) ◦ T (X ⊗∆) ◦ T (λ))(t).
By applying T ((X • ε)⊗H) to both sides of the last equality one sees that v = 0 and so
T (ρX ⊗H) ◦ T (λ) = T (πX ⊗H) ◦ T (X ⊗∆) ◦ T (λ),
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which amounts to say that
(ρX ⊗H) ◦ λ = (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ
has to hold in C, which is (c). Finally, assume that (c) holds and recall that (40) is also a
pushout square (see Lemma A.1). We want to construct an isomorphism θ : (X •H)•H ∼=
X • (H •H). By pasting (40) with (3), we see that the following is a pushout square
T
(πX⊗H)◦(X⊗∆)◦λ
▼▼▼
▼
&&▼▼
▼▼
̟
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
X
π′
X
◦(X•∆)◦ρX
▼▼▼
▼
&&▼▼
▼▼
(X •H)⊗H
π′
X,∆xxqq
qq
qq
qq
q
X • (H •H)
⑧⑧❄
❄
(42)
while pasting (40) with (2) gives a pushout square
T
̟
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦ (ρX⊗H)◦λ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
X
(ρX•H)◦ρX ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖ X •H ⊗H
πX•Hww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
(X •H) •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
(43)
Since
(ρX •H) ◦ ρX ◦̟
(43)
= πX•H ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ λ = πX•H ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ,
by the universal property of the pushout there exists a unique morphism θ : X • (H •H)→
(X •H) •H such that θ ◦ π′X,∆ = πX•H and θ ◦ π
′
X ◦ (X •∆) ◦ ρX = (ρX •H) ◦ ρX . The
other way around, since
π′X ◦ (X •∆) ◦ ρX ◦̟
(42)
= π′X,∆ ◦ (πX ⊗H) ◦ (X ⊗∆) ◦ λ = π
′
X,∆ ◦ (ρX ⊗H) ◦ λ,
there exists a unique ϑ : (X • H) • H → X • (H • H) such that ϑ ◦ (ρX • H) ◦ ρX =
π′X ◦ (X •∆) ◦ ρX and ϑ ◦ πX•H = π
′
X,∆. In view of Remark 2.2, ϑ is the inverse of θ. 
Assume that (X,X • H, πX , ρX) is a geometric partial H-comodule in C. For the sake
of simplicity we will write X •H •H to mean any of the isomorphic objects X •H • H ,
(X •H) •H and X • (H •H) and we will identify πX•H with θ ◦ π
′
X,∆.
Theorem 3.13. For a geometric partial H-comodule (X,X • H, πX , ρX) in C, the global
comodule (YX , δ) constructed as in §2.3 satisfies the following properties.
(a) YX is the pullback of the cospan defining (X,X •H, πX , ρX);
(b) (YX, δ) is the globalization of X in the sense of Definition 2.20.
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Proof. Consider the pullback
T
̟
}}③③
③③
③ λ
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉❄❄⑧⑧
X
ρX !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X ⊗H
πX}}③③
③③
③
X •H
. (44)
In light of (c) of Proposition 3.12, λ equalizes ρX ⊗ H and (πX ⊗ H) ◦ (X ⊗ ∆), whence
there exists a unique morphism τ : T → YX such that κ ◦ τ = λ. On the other hand,
being T the pullback of the cospan, there exists a unique morphism σ : YX → T such that
λ ◦ σ = κ and ̟ ◦ σ = ǫ. Since κ is a monomorphism and κ ◦ τ ◦ σ = λ ◦ σ = κ, the
compostion τ ◦ σ is the identity of YX . On the other hand, since ρX is a monomorphism
also λ is a monomorphism and λ ◦ σ ◦ τ = κ ◦ τ = λ implies that σ ◦ τ is the identity
of T , thus proving that YX ∼= T . Moreover, (44) is a pushout square as well and by [27,
Corollary 4.3, §2.4] ̟ is an epimorphism, whence ǫ is an epimorphism and
YX
ǫ
}}③③
③③
③ κ
!!❉
❉❉
❉
X
ρX !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X ⊗H
πX}}③③
③③
③
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
is a pushout square, making of YX the globalization as claimed. 
Example 3.14. As a very concrete example, let us compute here the globalization of the
geometric partial comodule (V, V • C[X], πV , ρV ) of Example 2.11. Recall that we have
V • C[X] =
V ⊗ C[X]
V ⊗ CX
and ρV : V → V • C[X], v 7→ v ⊗ 1 + V ⊗ CX,
obtained from the counital morphism ∂V : V → V ⊗C[X], v 7→ v ⊗ 1 + v ⊗X. With the
aim of computing YV as the equalizer of the pair (ρV ⊗H, (πV ⊗H) ◦ (V ⊗ ∆)), observe
that we may consider both V ⊗C[X] and V •C[X]⊗C[X] as N-graded vector spaces with
grading given by
(V ⊗C[X])n = V ⊗CX
n and (V • C[X]⊗ C[X])n =
⊕
h+k=n,
h 6=1
V ⊗ CXh ⊗CXk,
respectively. With respect to these gradings, both maps ρV ⊗H, (πV ⊗H) ◦ (V ⊗∆) are
graded and hence we may compute the equalizer degree by degree. Since for every n ≥ 0
V ⊗C[X] // V • C[X]⊗ C[X],
v ⊗Xn ✤
ρV ⊗H // v ⊗ 1⊗Xn,
v ⊗Xn ✤
(πV ⊗H)◦(V ⊗∆) // ∑
h+k=n,
h 6=1
v ⊗Xh ⊗Xk,
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it turns out that for every n ≥ 2, v ⊗Xn ∈ YV if and only if
0 =
∑
h≥2
v ⊗Xh ⊗Xn−h,
if and only if v = 0, because if v 6= 0 then the v ⊗Xh⊗Xn−h are linearly independent. As
a consequence, YV = (V ⊗ C1)⊕ (V ⊗ CX) and ǫV : YV → V, v ⊗ 1 + w ⊗X 7→ v.
We conclude this subsection with the following improvement of Corollary 2.38, in which
we prove that the functors Ind and Gl provide an equivalence between the category of
geometric partial comodule gPComH and the one of proper global covers CovHpr. For the
notation to be used, we refer to the proofs of Proposition 2.37 and Corollary 2.38.
Theorem 3.15. For a coalgebra (H,∆, ε) in an abelian monoidal category C satisfying the
hypotheses of the section, the adjunction of Corollary 2.38 induces an equivalence
gPComH ∼= CovHpr.
Proof. First of all, for C an abelian category Theorem 3.13 entails that the full subcategory
of globalizable geometric partial comodules gPComHgl coincides with the ambient category
gPComH . Therefore, we can consider the functors
Gl : gPComH → CovHpr, (X,X •H, πX , ρX) 7→ (YX , X, ǫX)
and
Ind : CovHpr → gPCom
H , (Y,X, p) 7→ (X,X •H, πX , ρX),
where (X •H, ρX , πX) is the pushout of the span (Y, p, (p⊗H) ◦ δY ). As it was happening
in Proposition 2.37 and Corollary 2.38, we have a natural isomorphism Ind(Gl(X)) ∼= X.
Moreover, if we consider a proper global covering (Y,X, p) and we perform the pushout
Y
p
}}③③
③③
③ (p⊗H)◦δY
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X
ρX !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
X ⊗H
πX}}③③
③③
③
X •H
⑧⑧❄
❄
(45)
then, in view of the fact that (p⊗H)◦δY is a monomorphism and of Lemma A.1, (45) is also
a pullback diagram. By Theorem 3.13, this implies that the unit (ηY , IdX) : (Y,X, p) →
(YX, X, ǫX) is in fact an isomorphism and so Ind and Gl are quasi-inverses. 
The following corollary of Theorem 3.15 backs up once more the claim that geometric
partial (co)modules carry more informations than ordinary (co)modules.
Corollary 3.16. Let k be a field.
(1) If A is a k-algebra, then (left) geometric partial modules over A can be identified
with A-modules together with a chosen generating subspace. Morphisms of geometric
partial modules are A-linear morphisms of the corresponding A-modules which map
generating subspaces to generating subspaces.
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(2) If C is a k-coalgebra, then (right) geometric partial comodules over C can be identified
with C-comodules together with a chosen co-generating quotient space. Morphisms
of geometric partial comodules are C-colinear morphisms of the corresponding C-
comodules which factor through maps between the co-generating quotient spaces.
Proof. In view of Definition 2.30, (the reprhasing of) Example 2.31(1) and the categorical
duality principle [25, §II.1], it is enough to prove (2). In turn, (2) is simply a restatement
of Theorem 3.15 in the particular case C = Vectk. 
A more general version of the previous corollary can be stated for geometric partial
comodules over a flat coalgebra over a commutative ring or for geometric partial modules
over an algebra over a von Neumann regular commutative ring.
Remark 3.17. Notice that, despite gPComHgl = gPCom
H , over an abelian category C it is
not necessarily true that every global covering is proper. If we consider the group-like
bialgebra C[X] and the projection p : C[X] → C, Xn 7→ δ0,n, then (C[X],C, p) is a well-
defined non-proper global covering.
3.4. Partial modules over Hopf algebras (and dilations). Assume that k is a field
and that (H, µ, u,∆, ε, S) is a Hopf algebra over k. Take C = Vectopk , the opposite category
of vector spaces. It is an abelian category and (H, µ, u) is a coalgebra in C. Recall the
following definition from [7, Definition 5.1 and Remark 5.2].
Definition 3.18. A (left) partial module over H is a vector spaceM together with a linear
map · : H ⊗M →M such that
(PM1) 1H ·m = m,
(PM2) h ·
(
k(1) ·
(
S(k(2)) ·m
))
= (hk(1)) ·
(
S(k(2)) ·m
)
,
(PM3) k(1) ·
(
S(k(2)) · (h ·m)
)
= k(1) ·
(
S(k(2))h ·m
)
,
for all m ∈ M , h, k ∈ H . If (M, ·) and (M ′, ·′) are partial H-modules, then a morphism
of partial H-modules is a k-linear map f : M → M ′ satisfying f (h ·m) = h ·′ f(m) for
all h ∈ H,m ∈ M . The category whose objects are the partial H-modules and whose
morphisms are the ones defined above is the category PModH .
A partial module can be equivalently described as a vector space M together with a
partial representation λ : H → End(M) of H in End(M) in the sense of [7, Definition 3.1].
Definition 3.19. Let H be a Hopf k-algebra and let B be a unital k-algebra. A partial
representation of H in B is a linear map λ : H → B such that
(PR1) λ (1H) = 1B,
(PR2) λ (h)λ
(
k(1)
)
λ
(
S
(
k(2)
))
= λ
(
hk(1)
)
λ
(
S
(
k(2)
))
, for every h, k ∈ H .
(PR3) λ
(
h(1)
)
λ
(
S
(
h(2)
))
λ (k) = λ
(
h(1)
)
λ
(
S
(
h(2)
)
k
)
, for every h, k ∈ H .
If (B, λ) and (B′, λ′) are two partial representations of H , then we say that an algebra
morphism f : B → B′ is a morphism of partial representations if λ′◦f = f◦λ. The category
whose objects are partial representations of H and whose morphisms are morphisms of
partial representations is denoted by PRepH .
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We use both descriptions indifferently, according to which one suits better the context.
Remark 3.20. For the sake of precision, [7, Definition 3.1] involves five axioms instead of
just the three above. In fact, the last two axioms
(PR4) λ(h)λ
(
S
(
k(1)
))
λ
(
k(2)
)
= λ
(
hS
(
k(1)
))
λ
(
k(2)
)
for all h, k ∈ H ,
(PR5) λ
(
S
(
h(1)
))
λ
(
h(2)
)
λ(k) = λ
(
S
(
h(1)
))
λ
(
h(2)k
)
for all h, k ∈ H ,
of the original definition are consequences of these three. See [5, Lemma 2.11].
Proposition 3.21. Any partial H-module can be endowed with a geometric partial comod-
ule structure over the coalgebra H in the abelian monoidal category C = Vectk
op, with
H •M =
{∑
i
hi ⊗mi ∈ H ⊗M
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
k · (hi ·mi) =
∑
i
khi ·mi ∀ k ∈ H
}
. (46)
This induces a faithful functor
P : PModH →
(
gPComH
)op
.
Proof. Since a partial H-module is, in particular, a counital coaction of the coalgebra H in
Vect
op
k and since Vect
op
k is a cocomplete category for which Lemma 2.7 holds, we can apply
Proposition 2.9 to conclude that the first claim holds and Lemma 2.7 itself to explicitly
describe H •M as the limit of the pairs
H ⊗M
f⊗H⊗M // H ⊗H ⊗M
H⊗ · //
µ⊗M
// H ⊗M
· // M
for all f ∈ Homk (k, H).
Concerning the second claim, pick a morphism of partial modules f : (M, ·) → (M ′, ·′)
and consider H ⊗ f : H ⊗M → H ⊗M ′. For every
∑
i hi ⊗mi ∈ H •M and for every
k ∈ H we have that
∑
i
k · (hi · f (mi)) = f
(∑
i
k · (hi ·mi)
)
= f
(∑
i
(khi) ·mi
)
=
∑
i
(khi) · f (mi) ,
so that (H⊗f) (
∑
i hi ⊗mi) ∈ H •M
′ and hence it induces a map H •f : H •M → H •M ′.
Therefore, we have a commutative diagram
M
f

H ⊗M
H⊗f

H •M
H•f

ρM
ff◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆ πM
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
M ′ H ⊗M ′
H •M ′
ρM′
ff◆◆◆◆◆◆◆ πM′
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
which entails that P(f) = f is a morphism of partial comodule data and that P is a functor.
It is clearly faithful. 
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Remark 3.22. The interested reader may check that:
(a) One can define a notion of geometric partial modules in a monoidal category C with
pullbacks, by dualizing that of geometric partial comodules. In this framework, H is
an algebra in C if and only if it is a coalgebra in Cop and hence (gPModH(C))
op ∼=
gPComH (Cop). Following this observation, the functor of Proposition 3.21 can be pre-
sented more naturally as a functor P : PModH → gPModH(Vectk)
∼=
(
gPComH(Vectopk )
)op
.
(b) Every partial H-module (M, ·) can be realized as a subspace of Hom (H,M) via σ :
M → Hom (H,M) such that σ(m)(h) = h ·m for all m ∈M , h ∈ H . Notice that σ is
injective since M is unital. Set fm := σ(m). Since Hom (H,M) is a global H-module
with (h⊲f)(k) = f(kh) for all h, k ∈ H , f ∈ Hom (H,M), we can consider the induced
geometric partial comodule structure on M as in Definition 2.17:
Hom (H,M)
M
σ
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
H ⊗M
⊲◦(H⊗σ)ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
H ⋆M
ρ′
M
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
π′
M
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦⑧
⑧❄❄
Therefore,
H ⋆M =
{∑
i
hi ⊗mi ∈ H ⊗M
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
hi ⊲ fmi = fm for some m ∈M
}
.
Since
∑
i (hi ⊲ fmi) (k) =
∑
i fmi(khi) =
∑
i khi ·mi, any
∑
i hi ⊗mi ∈ H •M lives in
H ⋆M with m =
∑
i hi ·mi. Conversely, if
∑
i hi ⊲ fmi = fm for some m ∈M then∑
i
hi ·mi =
∑
i
(hi ⊲ fmi) (1H) = fm(1H) = m.
Thus, for every k ∈ H ,∑
i
k · (hi ·mi) = k ·m = fm(k) =
∑
i
(hi ⊲ fmi) (k) =
∑
i
(khi) ·mi
and so H ⋆M = H •M .
Definition 3.23 ([8, Definition 4.1]). A dilation for a partial module (M,λ) is a triple
(N, T, θ) where N is a global H-module with action ⊲ : H ⊗ N → N , T is a linear
endomorphism of N satisfying T 2 = T (i.e. it is a projection) and
T
(
h(1) ⊲ T
(
S(h(2)) ⊲ y
))
= h(1) ⊲ T
(
S(h(2)) ⊲ T (y)
)
(47)
for all h ∈ H , y ∈ N , and θ : M → T (N) is an isomorphism of vector spaces satisfying
θ (h ·m) = T (h ⊲ θ(m)) . (48)
A dilation (N, T, θ) is called proper if N is generated by T (N) = θ(M) as an H-module
and it is called minimal when N does not contain any H-submodule that is annihilated by
T .
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In [8, Theorem 4.3] it has been proven that every partial module admits a proper and
minimal dilation, which is called the standard dilation and which is unique up to isomor-
phism.
Remark 3.24 ([8, Remark 4.2]). An equivalent way to understand a dilation is as a quadru-
ple (θ : M ⇆ N : ̟) where M is a partial H-module, N is a global one, and θ and ̟ are
linear maps such that ̟ ◦ θ = IdM , T := θ ◦̟ satisfies (47), and
h ·m = ̟ (h ⊲ θ(m)) (49)
for all m ∈ M , h ∈ H . Again, we will use indifferently both descriptions, according to
which one fits better into the context.
Since C = Vectopk is an abelian monoidal category for which the assumptions 2.26 hold,
we know from §3.3 that every geometric partial comodule in C admits a globalization.
We prove now that, for geometric partial comodules coming from partial H-modules, this
globalization coincides with the standard dilation previously introduced in [8].
Theorem 3.25. For a partial H-module (M,λ), the standard dilation (M,Tλ, ϕ) is the
globalization of the associated geometric partial comodule in C.
Proof. Since C is abelian, we know from §3.3 that the associated geometric partial comodule
(M,H • M,πM , ρM) admits a globalization (Y, ⋄). Since, by construction, the standard
dilation (M,Tλ, ϕ) is a global H-comodule in C together with a morphism ϕ
op : M → M
in C of partial comodule data, there exists a unique H-colinear morphism σop : M → Y
in C (i.e. a unique H-linear morphism σ : Y → M in Vectk) such that ǫ
op
M ◦
op σop = ϕop
in C (i.e. σ ◦ ǫM = ϕ in Vectk), by the universal property of Y . Let us prove that σ is an
isomorphism. Since M , as an H-module, is generated by ϕ(M), we have that
x =
∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ(mi) =
∑
i
hi ⊲ σǫM(mi) = σ
(∑
i
hi ⋄ ǫM (mi)
)
for every x ∈ M and so σ is surjective. To prove that it is injective as well, recall from
(the dual of) (18) that the canonical epimorphism κ : H ⊗M → Y of the coequalizer
H ⊗H •M
H⊗ρM //
(µ⊗M)◦(H⊗πX )
// H ⊗M
κ // Y (50)
in Vectk satisfies κ(h⊗m) = h ⋄ ǫM(m) and so σ additionally satisfies σ ◦ κ = ⊲ ◦ (H ⊗ ϕ).
Therefore, if y ∈ Y is such that σ(y) = 0, then
0 = σ (y) = σ
(
κ
(∑
i
hi ⊗mi
))
=
∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi) (51)
where
∑
i hi⊗mi ∈ H ⊗M is such that κ (
∑
i hi ⊗mi) = y. However, if
∑
i hi ⊲ ϕ (mi) = 0,
0 = ̟
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
)
(49)
=
∑
i
hi ·mi
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and hence
∑
i
k · (hi ·mi) = k ·
(∑
i
hi ·mi
)
= 0
(51)
= ̟
(
k ⊲
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
))
=
∑
i
̟ (khi ⊲ ϕ (mi))
(49)
=
∑
i
khi ·mi,
for all k ∈ H , which entails that
∑
i hi ⊗mi ∈ H •M by (46). As a consequence,
y = κ
(∑
i
hi ⊗mi
)
= (κ ◦ (µ⊗M) ◦ (H ⊗ πM))
(∑
i
1⊗ hi ⊗mi
)
(50)
= (κ ◦ (H ⊗ ρM))
(∑
i
1⊗ hi ⊗mi
)
= κ
(
1⊗
∑
i
hi ·mi
)
= 0
and σ is injective. 
Corollary 3.26. Denote by J : ModH → PModH the inclusion functor and by D :
PModH → ModH the dilation functor. We have that G ◦ P ∼= D : PModH → ModH
and P ◦ J ∼= I : ModH → PModH , whence the following diagram commutes
ModH =
(
CH
)op
Jxx
I
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
PModH
D
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
P
//
(
gPComH
)opG
hhPPPPPPPPPPPP
where now G is left adjoint of the inclusion functor I and where gPComH denotes the
category of geometric partial comodules over the coalgebra (H, µ, u) in C = Vectopk .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.21 and Theorem 3.25. 
To conclude this subsection, recall that in [8] two equivalent descriptions of the category
PModH has been introduced. The first one is the category T (ModH) of H-modules with
projections (see [8, Definition 3.9]). Its objects are pairs (N, T ) where (N, ⊲) is a left H-
module and T is a k-linear endomorphism of N such that T 2 = T and (47) is satisfied.
Morphisms between (N, T ) and (N ′, T ′) are k-linear maps f : T (N)→ T ′(N ′) such that
f(T (h ⊲ n)) = T ′(h ⊲ f(n))
for all n ∈ T (N). The second one is the category D (ModH), that we may call of dilations
(see [8, page 289]). Its objects are pairs (N, T ) where (N, ⊲) is a left H-module, T is a
k-linear endomorphism of N such that T 2 = T and (47) is satisfied and, in addition, the
triple ((N, T ), ϕ : T (N)→ N) is a proper minimal dilation of the partial H-module T (N)
with action
H ⊗ T (N)→ T (N), h⊗ T (n) 7→ T (h ⊲ T (n)).
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A morphism of dilations from (N, T ) to (N ′, T ′) is an H-linear map f : N → N ′ such that
T ′ ◦ f = f ◦ T . In [8, Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.8] it has been proved that
T (ModH) // PModH // D (ModH)
(N, T ) ✤ // (T (N), λT (N))
(M,λ) ✤ // (M,Tλ, ϕ)
,
where λT (N)(h)(T (n)) = T (h ⊲ T (n)) for all n ∈ N, h ∈ H and (M,Tλ, ϕ) is the standard
dilation, are equivalences of categories.
Since C = Vectopk is an abelian category, it follows from Theorem 3.15 that Cov
H
pr
∼=
gPComH which, together with Proposition 3.21 and Theorem 3.25, suggests the existence
of a relationship between the category of H-modules with a projection (or that of dilations)
and that of proper global coverings.
Proposition 3.27. Denote by CovHpr and gPCom
H the categories of proper global coverings
and of geometric partial comodules over the coalgebra (H, µ, u) in C = Vectopk , respectively.
The assignment
Q : D (ModH)→
(
CovHpr
)op
, (N, T ) 7→ (N, T (N), ϕ)
induces a well-defined functor such that the following commutes
D (ModH) oo
∼= //
Q

PModH
P
(
CovHpr
)op
oo
∼=
//
(
gPComH
)op
.
(52)
Proof. Saying that ((N, T ), ϕ : T (N) → N) is a proper dilation over Vectk entails exactly
that (N, T (N), ϕ) is a proper global covering over Vectopk , whence Q is well-defined on
objects. If f : (N, T ) → (N ′, T ′) is a morphism of dilations, then for every n ∈ N ,
f(T (n)) = T ′(f(n)) and hence f induces fˆ : T (N) → T ′(N ′) such that f ◦ ϕ = ϕ′ ◦ fˆ .
Therefore, we may set Q(f) = (f, fˆ) and Q gives a well-defined functor, as claimed.
Now, for (N, T ) in D (ModH) we set M := T (N), ̟ : N → M mapping n 7→ T (n) and
ϕ : M → N the canonical inclusion mapping T (n) 7→ T (n). With these conventions we
have: ϕ◦̟ = T , ̟◦ϕ = IdM , Q(N, T ) = (N,M,ϕ) and (λM(h)) (m) = ̟(h⊲ϕ(m)) =: h·m
for all m ∈M,h ∈ H . Let us check that (52) commutes.
On the one hand, Ind(N,M,ϕ) = (M,H •M,πM , ρM) where
N
H ⊗M
⊲◦(H⊗ϕ) 99rrrrrrr
M
ϕ
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
H •M
πM
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲ ρM
99rrrrrr⑧
⑧❄❄
.
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On the other hand, P(M,λM ) = (M,H ⋆M, π
′
M , ρ
′
M) where
H ⋆M =
{∑
i
hi ⊗mi ∈ H ⊗M
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
k · (hi ·mi) =
∑
i
khi ·mi ∀ k ∈ H
}
, (53)
π′M is the canonical inclusion of H ⋆M in H ⊗M and ρ
′
M is the restriction of the globally
defined action · : H ⊗M →M, h⊗m 7→ (λM(h)) (m), to H ⋆M . We claim that H ⋆M =
H •M , ρ′M = ρM and π
′
M = πM , where
H •M =
{∑
i
hi ⊗mi ∈ H ⊗M
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi) = ϕ(m), ∃m ∈M
}
(54)
by definition, so that m = ̟ϕ(m) = ̟ (
∑
i hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)) =:
∑
i hi ·mi. If
∑
i hi⊗mi ∈ H •M ,∑
i
k · (hi ·mi) =
∑
i
̟ (k ⊲ ϕ (hi ·mi))
(54)
=
∑
i
̟ (k ⊲ hi ⊲ ϕ (mi))
=
∑
i
̟ (khi ⊲ ϕ (mi)) =
∑
i
khi ·mi,
and so H •M ⊆ H ⋆M . Conversely, if
∑
i hi ⊗mi ∈ H ⋆M then, by definition of ·,∑
i
̟ (k ⊲ ϕ̟ (hi ⊲ ϕ (mi))) =
∑
i
̟ (khi ⊲ ϕ (mi))
for all k ∈ H . By applying ϕ to both sides we conclude that
T
(
H ⊲ ϕ̟
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
))
= T
(
H ⊲
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
))
.
However, since the dilation is minimal, ker(T ) cannot contain a left H-submodule of N .
Therefore,
H ⊲
(
ϕ̟
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
)
−
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
))
= 0
and hence ∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi) = ϕ̟
(∑
i
hi ⊲ ϕ (mi)
)
= ϕ
(∑
i
hi ·mi
)
.
Summing up, H ⋆M = H •M indeed and ρ′M = ρM and π
′
M = πM follow as a consequence,
which entail that (52) in fact commutes. 
Remark 3.28. The interested reader may check that the same conclusion can be drawn by
resorting to the fact that the standard dilation of a partial H-module is (isomorphic to)
the globalization of the associated geometric partial comodule, as in Theorem 3.25.
3.5. Algebraic partial comodules over Hopf algebras. Let k be a field and consider
a Hopf algebra (H, µ, u,∆, ε, S) over k, as in §3.4. Let now C = Vectk. It is an abelian
monoidal category satisfying 2.26 and (H,∆, ε) is a coalgebra therein. Recall the following
definition from [5], which is the categorical dual of Definition 3.18.
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Definition 3.29 ([5, Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3]). An algebraic partial (right) H-
comodule is a k-vector space M endowed with a k-linear map
∂M : M →M ⊗H, m 7→ m[0] ⊗m[1],
satisfying
(APC1) (M ⊗ ε) ◦ ∂M = IdM ,
(APC2) (M ⊗H ⊗ µ) ◦ (M ⊗H ⊗ S ⊗H) ◦ (M ⊗∆⊗H) ◦ (∂M ⊗H) ◦ ∂M = (M ⊗H ⊗
µ) ◦ (M ⊗H ⊗ S ⊗H) ◦ (∂M ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂M ⊗H) ◦ ∂M ,
(APC3) (M ⊗ µ⊗H) ◦ (M ⊗ S ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (M ⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (∂M ⊗H) ◦ ∂M = (M ⊗ µ⊗
H) ◦ (M ⊗ S ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂M ⊗H ⊗H) ◦ (∂M ⊗H) ◦ ∂M ,
or, by resorting to Sweedler’s Sigma Notation,
(APC1) m[0]ε
(
m[1]
)
= m,
(APC2) m[0][0] ⊗m[0][1](1) ⊗ S
(
m[0][1](2)
)
m[1] = m[0][0][0] ⊗m[0][0][1] ⊗ S
(
m[0][1]
)
m[1],
(APC3) m[0][0] ⊗ S
(
m[0][1]
)
m[1](1) ⊗m[1](2) = m[0][0][0] ⊗ S
(
m[0][0][1]
)
m[0][1] ⊗m[1],
for all m ∈ M . A morphism between two algebraic partial H-comodules (M, ∂M ) and
(N, ∂N) is a linear map f : M → N satisfying ∂N ◦ f = (f ⊗ H) ◦ ∂M . The category of
algebraic partial H-comodules is denoted by APModH .
Let us see that any algebraic partial H-comodule can be endowed with a geometric
partial H-comodule structure as well. To this aim, fix a basis {hi | i ∈ I} for the Hopf
algebra H and write, for each i ∈ I,
∆(hi) =
∑
j,k
aij,khj ⊗ hk,
where only a finite number of the coefficients aij,k ∈ k is non-zero. Let (M, ∂M) be an
algebraic partial comodule and consider a basis {mℓ | ℓ ∈ L} for M . Then we can write,
for each ℓ ∈ L,
∂M (mℓ) =
∑
p,i
bℓp,imp ⊗ hi
where only a finite number of the coefficients bℓp,i ∈ k is non-zero.
Proposition 3.30. Let (M, ∂M ) be an algebraic partial comodule over the Hopf algebra H.
By keeping the notation introduced above, M can be endowed with a structure of geometric
partial H-comodule (M,M •H, πM , ρM) by defining M •H :=M⊗H/Q, where Q ⊂M⊗H
is the subspace generated by the elements∑
q,p,k
bℓp,tb
p
q,kmq ⊗ hk −
∑
q,p,k
bℓq,pa
p
k,tmq ⊗ hk
for all ℓ ∈ L, t ∈ I, and by letting πM : M ⊗H → M •H be the canonical projection and
ρM := πM ◦ ∂M .
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Proof. This is a straightforward application of Proposition 2.9. Indeed, for C = Vectk the
conditions of Lemma 2.7 are fulfilled and the prescribed colimit M •H can be computed
as in the statement, since for any ℓ ∈ L and f ∈ Homk (H, k) we have
(M ⊗H ⊗ f)
(
(∂M ⊗H)
(
∂M (mℓ)
))
=
∑
q,p,k,i
f(hi)b
ℓ
p,ib
p
q,kmq ⊗ hk
and
(M ⊗H ⊗ f)
(
(M ⊗∆)
(
∂M (mℓ)
))
=
∑
q,p,k,i
f(hi)b
ℓ
q,pa
p
k,imq ⊗ hk. 
Theorem 3.31. Every algebraic partial H-comodule admits a globalization in the sense of
Definition 2.20.
Proof. Since C = Vectk is an abelian category, it follows from Theorem 3.13. 
3.6. Partial comodule algebras. Let k be a commutative ring. Recall that the tensor
product of two k-algebras is a k-algebra with multiplication component-wise.
Definition 3.32 ([14]). A (right) partial comodule algebra over a bialgebra H is an algebra
A together with a k-linear map δA : A→ A⊗H, a 7→ a[0] ⊗ a[1] such that
(PCA1) δA(ab) = δA(a)δA(b), i.e.
(ab)[0] ⊗ (ab)[1] = a[0]b[0] ⊗ a[1]b[1]; (55)
(PCA2) (A⊗ ε)δA(a) = a;
(PCA3) (δA ⊗H) δA(a) = (δA(1A)⊗H) · (A⊗∆) δA(a), i.e.
a[0][0] ⊗ a[0][1] ⊗ a[1] = 1[0]a[0] ⊗ 1[1]a[1](1) ⊗ a[1](2).
(1) (56)
It has been shown in [22, Example 4.9] that any partial comodule algebra over H in the
sense of Definition 3.32 is a geometric partial comodule in the category Algk. Briefly, set
e := δA(1A) = 1[0] ⊗ 1[1] ∈ A ⊗ H and e
′ := 1A⊗H − e. They are orthogonal idempotents.
Consider the canonical projections
pA : A⊗H →
A⊗H
(A⊗H)e′
, a⊗ h 7→ e(a⊗ h),
p′A :
A⊗H
(A⊗H)e′
→
A⊗H
〈e′〉
,
where 〈e′〉 = (A⊗H)e′(A⊗H) is the ideal generated by e′, and
πA = p
′
A ◦ pA : A⊗H →
A⊗H
〈e′〉
. (57)
Setting A •H := A⊗H/〈e′〉 and
ρA := πA ◦ δA (58)
(1)In [14], 1[0] ⊗ 1[1] appears on the right: a[0][0] ⊗ a[0][1] ⊗ a[1] = a[0]1[0] ⊗ a[1](1)1[1] ⊗ a[1](2). Here we
resort to the convention used in [4], for the sake of consistency with what follows. This change of side is
harmless.
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provides a geometric partial comodule structure on A in the category of k-algebras. Our
aim in this section is to show that every partial comodule algebra (in the sense of Definition
3.32) over a k-flat bialgebra H admits a globalization in the sense of Definition 2.20 and
to compare this globalization with the enveloping coaction introduced in [4, Definition 6].
In this direction, let us begin by recalling that Algk is a complete and cocomplete category
such that the endofunctors R⊗− and −⊗ R preserve pushouts.
Remark 3.33. Since we are interested in geometric partial comodules coming from partial
comodule algebras, we may focus on pushouts of spans with one surjective leg. If
Cf
yyttt
t g%% %%❏❏
❏❏
A B
(59)
is a span with g an epimorphism in Modk, one may check directly that
C
f
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧ g
(( ((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
A
pA
((❘❘❘
❘❘ B
f˜
vv❧❧❧❧
❧A
〈f(ker(g))〉
(60)
is the pushout of (59), where 〈f(ker(g))〉 is the two-sided ideal in A generated by f(ker(g)),
pA is the canonical projection and f˜ is the unique map such that the square (60) commutes.
Being Algk complete, we can consider the equalizer (YA, κ) of ρA⊗H and (πA⊗H)◦(A⊗∆)
in Algk and its underlying k-module coincides with the equalizer computed in Modk. Since
H is assumed to be flat as a module over k, −⊗H preserves all equalizers and hence we
are in the hypotheses of Proposition 2.22.
Proposition 3.34. The global comodule YA is the globalization of (A,A•H, πA, ρA) in the
sense of Definition 2.20.
Proof. In light of (56), the k-linear map δA satisfies
(ρA ⊗H) ◦ δA
(58)
= (πA ⊗H) ◦ (δA ⊗H) ◦ δA
(57)
= (p′A ⊗H) ◦ (pA ⊗H) ◦ (δA ⊗H) ◦ δA
(56)
= (p′A ⊗H) ◦ (pA ⊗H) ◦ (pA ⊗H) ◦ (A⊗∆) ◦ δA = (p
′
A ⊗H) ◦ (pA ⊗H) ◦ (A⊗∆) ◦ δA
(57)
= (πA ⊗H) ◦ (A⊗∆) ◦ δA.
As a consequence, there exists a unique k-linear morphism ϑ : A→ YA such that κ◦ϑ = δA.
In particular, IdA = (A ⊗ ε) ◦ δA
(16)
= ǫA ◦ ϑ, so that ǫA is surjective. We are left to check
that A •H = A⊗H/〈e′〉 is the pushout of A YA
ǫAoo κ // A⊗H . In Algk this pushout
is given by A ⊗ H/〈κ (ker(ǫA))〉. On the one hand, since πA ◦ κ = ρA ◦ ǫA, we have that
κ (ker(ǫA)) ⊆ 〈e
′〉 and so 〈κ (ker(ǫA))〉 ⊆ 〈e
′〉. On the other hand, since
(1) e = δA(1A) = κ (ϑ (1A)) entails that e ∈ YA,
(2) 0 = πA(e
′) = πA(1A⊗H)− πA(e) implies that πA(δA(1A)) = πA(1A⊗H),
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(3) ρA(1A)⊗ 1H = πA(δA(1A))⊗ 1H = πA(1A⊗H)⊗ 1H = (πA ⊗H)(A⊗∆)(1A ⊗ 1H),
we have that 1A⊗H ∈ YA and so e
′ ∈ YA as well. Moreover, by applying X • ε on both sides
of ρAǫA(e
′) = πAκ(e
′) = 0 we find that ǫA(e
′) = 0 and so e′ ∈ κ (ker(ǫA)). As a consequence,
〈e′〉 ⊆ 〈κ (ker(ǫA))〉 and the proof is complete. 
Let us remark that our globalization for partial comodule algebras does not coincide with
the enveloping coaction introduced in [4, Definition 6]. The globalization of the present
paper is intended to satisfy a different universal property with respect to the construction
in [4] and Examples 3.36 and 3.37 will show that, in general, the two are different. Thus,
Proposition 3.34 is not a rephrasing of [4, Theorem 4], as the following examples show.
Example 3.35 ([4, Example 1]). Let G be a finite group and k a field. If N is a normal
subgroup of G and char(k) ∤ |N |, then t = 1
|N |
∑
n∈N n ∈ kN is a central idempotent in
H := kG. Notice moreover that t is an integral in kN , in the sense that
nt = t = tn for all n ∈ N. (61)
Let A := t kG be the (unital) ideal generated by t and consider the partial kG-coaction on
A given by
δA(tg) = (t⊗ 1)∆(tg) = tt1g ⊗ t2g = tg ⊗ tg =
1
|N |2
∑
m,n∈N
mg ⊗ ng. (62)
In this case,
A •H =
A⊗H
〈t⊗ 1− δA(t)〉
(62)
=
A⊗H
〈t⊗ 1− t⊗ t〉
=
A⊗H
(t⊗ 1− t⊗ t)(A⊗H)
=
A⊗H
A⊗ (1− t)H
which is isomorphic to A⊗ A via the factorization through the quotient of the projection
A⊗ p : A⊗H → A⊗A for p : H → A, h 7→ th (ker(A⊗ p) = A⊗ ker(p) = A⊗ (1− t)H).
In order to construct the globalization of A, let us start by choosing a family {gi | i =
1, . . . , o} of representatives of the right cosets of N in G (i.e. G =
⋃o
i=1Ngi) and by showing
that {tgi | i = 1, . . . , o} forms a basis of A. A generic element in A is of the form
∑
g∈G
cgtg =
o∑
i=1
∑
n∈N
cgtngi
(61)
=
o∑
i=1
∑
n∈N
cgtgi
and so {tgi | i = 1, . . . , o} generates A. To prove that they are also linearly independent,
assume that
∑o
i=1 ditgi = 0 for some coefficients di ∈ k. This means that the element∑o
i=1 digi ∈ kG lives in the kernel of the projection p : kG → kN, h 7→ th, which is
(1− t)kG (because t is central). Therefore,
o∑
i=1
digi = (1−t)
∑
g∈G
cgg
(61)
=
∑
g∈G
cgg−
o∑
i=1
∑
n∈N
cngitgi =
o∑
i=1
∑
n∈N
cngingi−
1
|N |
o∑
i=1
∑
n,m∈N
cngimgi,
which implies that
o∑
i=1
(
di − cgi +
1
|N |
∑
n∈N
cngi
)
gi =
o∑
i=1
∑
n 6=e
cngingi −
1
|N |
o∑
i=1
∑
n∈N
∑
m6=e
cngimgi
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=
o∑
i=1
∑
n 6=e
(
cngi −
1
|N |
∑
m∈N
cmgi
)
ngi.
Since the g’s form a basis of kG, the last equality entails that

di = cgi −
1
|N |
∑
l∈N clgi i = 1, . . . , o
cngi =
1
|N |
∑
m∈N cmgi i = 1, . . . , o, n 6= e
. (63)
From the second relation of (63) it follows that
cgi =
∑
n∈N
cngi−
∑
n 6=e
cngi
(63)
=
∑
n∈N
cngi−
1
|N |
∑
n 6=e
∑
m∈N
cmgi =
∑
n∈N
(
1−
|N | − 1
|N |
)
cngi =
1
|N |
∑
n∈N
cngi
and hence di = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , o.
Thanks to what we have just proved, a generic element in A⊗H is of the form
z :=
o∑
i=1
∑
g∈G
ci,gtgi ⊗ g.
Since ρA = πA ◦ δA, z ∈ YA = Eq(ρA ⊗H, (πA ⊗H) ◦ (A⊗∆)) if and only if
o∑
i=1
∑
g∈G
ci,g (tgi ⊗ tgi ⊗ g − tgi ⊗ g ⊗ g) ∈ ker(πA⊗H) = ker(A⊗p⊗H) = A⊗(1−t)H⊗H,
if and only if ci,g (tgi − g) ∈ (1 − t)H , for all g ∈ G and i = 1, . . . , o. In light of (61), if
g ∈ Ngi, then tgi − g = tg − g = (t − 1)g ∈ (1 − t)H . Conversely, if tgi − g ∈ (1 − t)H ,
then tg = tgi, and if g ∈ Ngj , then tgi = tgj , which implies i = j. Summing up, z ∈ Y if
and only if ci,g 6= 0 only for g ∈ Ngi, that is to say, YA = spank {tg ⊗ g | g ∈ G} as in [4].
Example 3.36 ([4, Example 2]). Let H4 be Sweedler’s four dimensional Hopf algebra,
H4 = k〈g, x | g
2 = 1, x2 = 0, xg = −gx〉, over a field k with g group-like and ∆(x) =
x⊗ 1− g ⊗ x, ε(x) = 0. For any α ∈ k, the element f = 1
2
(1 + g + αgx) is an idempotent
in H4 and, by identifying H4 with k⊗H4 in the canonical way, the assignment
δk : k→ H4, λ 7→ λf,
defines a structure of partial H4-comodule algebra on k. In this case, f = δk(1k) is not
central and k • H4 = k ⊗ H4/〈1 − δ(1)〉 = H4/〈1 − f〉. Observe that, since ε(f) = 1,
〈1− f〉 ⊆ ker(ε). Conversely, since
x = x(1− f) + (1− f)x, gx = 2x(1− f)− x and 1− g = (1− f)− g(1− f)
are in 〈1− f〉, it follows that ker(ε) ⊆ 〈1− f〉 as well and hence k •H4 ∼= k via ε : H4 → k.
Therefore, the cospan is given by
k
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
H4
εzzt
tt
k
and so Yk = Eq(IdH4 , (ε ⊗ H4) ◦∆) = H4, which strictly contains spank{1, f}, that is the
enveloping coaction according to [4].
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Example 3.37 ([4, Example 3]). As before consider H4 and its subalgebra A := k[x] over
a field k. This is a partial H4-comodule algebra with respect to the coaction
δA(1) =
1
2
(1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ g + 1⊗ gx) and δA(x) =
1
2
(x⊗ 1 + x⊗ g + x⊗ gx).
Notice that
e′ = 1A⊗H−δA(1A) = 1⊗1−
1
2
(1⊗1+1⊗g+1⊗gx) =
1
2
⊗(1−g−gx) ∈ ker(A⊗ε) = A⊗ker(ε).
Conversely,
1⊗ x = (1⊗ x)e′ + e′(1⊗ x), 1⊗ gx = (1⊗ x)e′ − e′(1⊗ x),
x⊗ x = (x⊗ x)e′ + e′(x⊗ x), x⊗ gx = (x⊗ x)e′ − e′(x⊗ x),
1⊗ (1− g) = 1⊗ x− 2e′(1⊗ g), x⊗ (1− g) = x⊗ x− 2e′(x⊗ g),
are all in 〈e′〉 and hence 〈e′〉 = A⊗ ker(ε) and A •H ∼= A via A⊗ ε. As before, this leads
to conclude that YA = A⊗H , which strictly contains the enveloping coaction of [4] again.
Recall that an enveloping coaction for A in the sense of [4] is a comodule algebra (B, δB)
together with an algebra monomorphism θ : A→ B such that
(a) θ(A) is a unital right ideal of B,
(b) B is generated by θ(A) as an H-comodule algebra and
(c) (θ ⊗H) ◦ δA = (θ(1A)⊗H) · (δB ◦ θ) or, equivalently,
(θ ⊗H)δA(a) = θ(1A)θ(a)[0] ⊗ θ(a)[1], (64)
for all a ∈ A, where δB(b) =: b[0] ⊗ b[1].
Set e := θ(1A). One may check that θ(A) = eB. Consider the projection of algebras
p : B → A, b 7→ θ−1(eb). In general, the following holds.
Proposition 3.38. Given a partial H-comodule algebra A, the enveloping coaction B of
A in the sense of [4] is a subcomodule algebra of the globalization YA of A. In details, there
exists a unique comodule algebra monomorphism j : B → YA such that ǫA ◦ j = p.
Proof. Consider the geometric partial comodule associated with A:
A
πA◦δA !!
❉❉
❉❉
❉ A⊗H
πA}}③③
③③
③
A •H
where A •H = A⊗H/〈1A ⊗ 1H − δA(1A)〉. Since p ◦ θ = IdA, it happens that
δA(1A)
(64)
= p
(
θ(1A)[0]
)
⊗ θ(1A)[1] = ee[0] ⊗ e[1]
and hence πA
(
ee[0] ⊗ e[1]
)
= πA(δA(1A)) = πA(1A ⊗ 1H). Therefore,
(ρA ◦ p)(b) = (πA ◦ δA ◦ p)(b) = (πA ◦ δA)
(
θ−1(eb)
) (64)
= πA
(
θ(1A)θ(θ
−1(eb))[0] ⊗ θ(θ
−1(eb))[1]
)
= πA
(
ee[0]b[0] ⊗ e[1]b[1]
)
= πA
(
ee[0] ⊗ e[1]
)
πA
(
eb[0] ⊗ b[1]
)
= (πA ◦ (p⊗H) ◦ δB) (b)
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and so, by universal property of YA, there exists a unique morphism j : B → YA of
comodule algebras such that ǫA ◦ j = p. Let us prove that it is injective. Recall that the
morphism ϑ : A → YA constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.34 satisfies ǫA ◦ ϑ = IdA,
whence it is a monomorphism. Moreover, since for all a, b ∈ A
κϑ(ab) = δA(ab) = δA(a)δA(b) = κϑ(a)κϑ(b) = κ(ϑ(a)ϑ(b)),
it is multiplicative as well, and so ϑ(A) admits e = ϑ(1A) as unit, which is an idempotent
in YA. Set Y
′ := κ(YA). It is a subcomodule algebra of (A⊗H,A⊗∆) via i : Y
′ ⊆ A⊗H ,
isomorphic to YA via the corestriction κ
′ : YA → Y
′ of κ, which contains δA(A) because
i◦κ′ ◦ϑ = κ◦ϑ = δA. By the construction performed in the proof of [4, Theorem 4], B can
be realized (up to isomorphism) as the subcomodule algebra of (A⊗H,A⊗∆) generated
by δA(A). In this case, θ : A → B is the corestriction of δA via i
′ : B ⊆ A ⊗ H and if
f, g : B → C are H-colinear algebra maps such that f ◦ θ = g ◦ θ, then f = g. By the
construction of B, there exists σ : B ⊆ Y ′ and
i ◦ σ = i′, i ◦ σ ◦ θ = i′ ◦ θ = δA = κ ◦ ϑ = i ◦ κ
′ ◦ ϑ
and so σ ◦ θ = κ′ ◦ ϑ. Now, consider ǫA ◦ (κ
′)−1 ◦ σ : B → A. We want to show that
ǫA ◦ (κ
′)−1 ◦ σ = p, because in such a case, by uniqueness, j = (κ′)−1 ◦ σ, which is injective.
Observe that
ǫA ◦ (κ
′)
−1
◦ σ = (A⊗ ε) ◦ κ ◦ (κ′)
−1
◦ σ = (A⊗ ε) ◦ i ◦ σ = (A⊗ ε) ◦ i′,
whence we are left to prove that p = (A ⊗ ε) ◦ i′. In light of [4, Lemma 1], B is the
subalgebra of A ⊗ H generated by the subcomodule H∗ ⇀ δA(A) (we refer to [4] for the
notations). In particular, an element b ∈ B is of the form
b =
t∑
i=1
(
ai,1[0] ⊗ a
i,1
[1](1)ϕ
i,1
(
ai,1[1](2)
))
· · ·
(
ai,ni[0] ⊗ a
i,ni
[1](1)ϕ
i,ni
(
ai,ni[1](2)
))
where {ϕi,j | i = 1, . . . , t, j = 1, . . . , ni} ⊆ H
∗, {ai,j | i = 1, . . . , t, j = 1, . . . , ni} ⊆ A and
a[0] ⊗ a[1] := δA(a), h(1) ⊗ h(2) := ∆(h). Therefore,
eb
(∗)
=
t∑
i=1
(
1[0]a
i,1
[0] ⊗ 1[1]a
i,1
[1](1)ϕ
i,1
(
ai,1[1](2)
))
· · ·
(
1[0]a
i,ni
[0] ⊗ 1[1]a
i,ni
[1](1)ϕ
i,ni
(
ai,ni[1](2)
))
(56)
=
t∑
i=1
(
ai,1[0][0] ⊗ a
i,1
[0][1]ϕ
i,1
(
ai,1[1]
))
· · ·
(
ai,ni[0][0] ⊗ a
i,ni
[0][1]ϕ
i,ni
(
ai,ni[1]
))
= δA
(
t∑
i=1
(
ai,1[0]ϕ
i,1
(
ai,1[1]
))
· · ·
(
ai,ni[0] ϕ
i,ni
(
ai,ni[1]
)))
= δA ((A⊗ ε)i
′ (b))
where (∗) follows from the fact that if b = b1b2 · · · bs, then
eb = e(b1b2 · · · bs) = (eb1)b2 · · · bs = (eb1)(eb2) · · · (ebs)
because e is the unit of eB. As a consequence, p(b) = δ−1A (eb) = (A⊗ ε)i
′ (b) for all b ∈ B
and the proof is complete. 
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Appendix A. Abelian categories and diagram chasing
The following is a summary of the results we used to deal with the abelian categories
case in §3.3, for the sake of the unaccustomed reader.
Lemma A.1 ([27, Note to §2.4 at page 34]). Consider a square
A
g
~~⑥⑥⑥
⑥ f
  ❆
❆❆
❆
B
k
  ❆
❆❆
❆ C
h
~~⑥⑥⑥
⑥
D
where f is a monomorphism and h is an epimorphism. Then in an abelian category, this
is a pushout (cocartesian) square if and only if it is a pullback (cartesian) square.
Lemma A.2. In an abelian category C, given a diagram
U
f
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧ g
❄
❄❄
❄❄
V W
with (K, k) = ker(f), its pushout is given by (P := coker(g ◦ k), p : W ։ P, q : V → P ).
Moreover, ker(p) = im(g ◦ k).
Proof. It follows from the dual of [26, Chapter I, Proposition 13.2]. 
Recall [26] that an embedding is a faithful functor taking distinct objects to distinct objects.
Theorem A.3 (Group Valued Embedding Theorem, [26, Chapter IV, Theorem 2.6]). Any
small abelian category A admits an exact embedding into the category Ab of abelian groups.
Lemma A.4. Let A be an abelian category and S a nonempty set of objects of A. Then
there is a full small abelian subcategory B of A containing S.
Proof. Follows from [26, Chapter IV, Lemma 2.7], after consider A0 the full subcategory
of A whose objects are exactly the elements of S. 
Proposition A.5. Let A be an abelian category, T : A → Ab an exact embedding. Then T
preserves and reflects monomorphisms, epimorphisms, commutative diagrams, limits and
colimits of finite diagrams, and exact sequences.
Proof. It follows from [26, Chapter II, Corollary 6.7] and [26, Chapter II, Theorem 7.1]. 
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